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Inside CUPD investigates
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area bomb threats
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My first real
paycheck- and I
lost $350 of it
on a bet.

Investigators search for clues that
will lead to perpetrator
of false alarms.
ANNAREID
STAFF WRITER
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Clemson University and local law
enforcement agencies are working
around the clock to take necessary
precautions in response to the recent
bomb threats on campus.
According to a statement released
to the university, Sikes Hall, Clemson's
main administration building, was
evacuated on Monday, Aug. 27, in
response to the first threat.
A week later, the College of
Business and Behavioral Science's
Sirrine Hall was targeted on Monday,
Sept. 3, a university holiday.
Faculty, staff and students were
again alerted to the situation, and a
sweep of this building found nothing
of concern.
Despite the fact that Clemson

University
Police
Department
(CUPD) and the South Carolina Law
Enforcement Division (SLED) found
no exlosives, they still consider this
matter very serious that no explosives
have been found the university, .
"We treat the threat as real until we
know differently," said Chief Police
Officer Johnson Link.
The matter poses such a concern to
the university that the CUPD is not the
only organization getting involved.
"SLED, FBI, and Anderson City
Bomb Task Force have all assisted
with these threats," said Link.
"Additionally, we have spoken
with many of the other colleges that
have received the same type threat."
Clemson is among more than a
dozen universities in the United States
that recently received similar threats.
These have come in the form of
anonymous e-mails, but no explosives
have been found.
The University of Akron, University

see THREATS page A2

SNIFF AND SEARCH: Corporal John Stokes and
K9 team search Sirrine Hall for new explosives.

Black Dog music
store closes doors

Country Star Jo Dee
Messina to perform at
Littlejohn Coliseum
Friday, Sept. 14.

A local music store's closing
is reminiscent of The White
Rabbit's departure.
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DING DONG!: The biggest instrument on the Clemson
campus is played by a woman in a local performance.

Concert showcases
large instrument

Graduate Record
Exam becoming
more of a challenge.

A bell weighing over 100,000 pounds
is orchestrated in a feature concert and in
Tillman Hall on a daily basis.
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Walking around campus on a daily basis, few Clemson
University students take a conscious note of the sounds drifting from the clock tower of Tillman Hall.
Despite its occasional acknowledgement as a quaint alarm
clock or an old-world radio, the uniqueness of the Clemson
Memorial Carillon is often taken for granted.
On Sunday, Sept. 23, however, the 47 bells will be ringing
to a different tune—one that cannot go unobserved.
As a celebration of the twentieth anniversary of the
Clemson Memorial Carillon, music professor Linda Dzuris
will feature the campus's largest instrument in a free concert
beginning at 5 p.m.

see BELL page A2

Many students have begun to
notice the disappearance of several
local stores and restaurants in the
downtown area.
Also noticeable is the fact that
none of the businesses that have
closed down are big name chains.
What's happening to Clemson's
unique businesses?
Places like Black Dog Music,
Acropolis Pizzeria, The White
Rabbit and The Bad Apple, Nonchain stores that are personal and
have a lot of character once flourished in our community, were all
once landmarks in Clemson.
But they also have something
else in common: they've gone out
of business.
One of the most notable losses
is that of Clemson's last music
store, Black Dog Music, Black
Dog was a popular place for buying mainstream, underground and
even local music.
Many of you will remember
"BDM" as a friendly store that
did everything it could to satisfy
its customers' musical appetite.
And, if you couldn't find what you
were looking for, the BDM workers would order it for you and have
it delivered to the store within a
couple of days.
However, the store officially
closed its doors on August 21,
2007.
David Leininger, a former
BDM employee of four years and a

junior at Clemson, mourns the loss
of his workplace.
"It was a great place to meet
people and discover new music,"
said David about his former workplace. "For me personally [the day
it closed] was the saddest day of
the year... handing in the key was
the hardest thing."
About two years ago, Black
Dog Music moved from its location downtown, now occupied by
Duke's Sandwich Shop.
It moved to a small shopping
center further down College Ave.,
in which The Beaded Tiger is also
located.
Later on, the owner of Black
Dog Music, Laurie Jordan, moved
to Florida and actually opened a
store there, which was not connected to the Black Dog.
She left David and Brian
Moroney, a five-year employee, to
run the place.
"She gave us enough money
to pay rent, and that was it," said
David.
So why did the only music
store left in Clemson fail?
"It was really due to lack of
advertisement," David explained.
"We just didn't have enough
money."
David and Brian did all that
they could to get word of their
store out.
They put out flyers, word of
mouth and concert events.
Sadly though, little revenue and
failed attempts to bring in more
customers led to the closing of
BDM.
And while there is still a
Black Dog Music warehouse in

see CLOSING page A6
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THREAT: CUPD searches all of

FLUOR
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®

Design a
better career

of Alaska/Anchorage, Carnegie Mellon,
Cornell, Iowa, MIT, Middle Tennessee
State, University of New Hampshire,
Oregon State, and Princeton and William
& Mary are some of the other colleges that
have received the same type of threat.
The concerned members of Clemson
University include both students and workers.
"I thought the threat was very serious
when they evacuated us from class, and
when class was cancelled for the rest of

As the preeminent leader in the global building services
market place, Fluor designs, builds, maintains and operates
some of the most complex facilities around the world.
We are looking for employees who desire exciting,
engaging and challenging assignments.

Now hiring graduates in
Civil, Chemical, Electrical
and Mechanical Engineering
• Competitive compensation package
• Global company/ personal touch
• Continuing education programs
• Worldwide offices & prestigious projects
• Generous referral bonus
• 9/80 work schedule & flex time
i Mentoring program

ALLISON FRANKE/graphics

the day.
"I was very apprehensive to return to
the building the next day," said Allison
Lanzi, a senior who was in Sirrine when the
first bomb threat was issued.
Workers in Sikes Hall also voiced their
concern.
"When the police came to the building
we took the threat just as seriously as they
did," said Administrative Assistant Ron
Willford.
"We weren't apprehensive to go back
into the building, because the police
searched for hours and even brought in the
dogs, so we believed it to be safe."
"In each incident, members of the
Anderson City bomb task force, including
an explosives-detecting dog, were called
in," said Link.
The bomb-squad experts and dogs have
taken a part of Clemson's game-day procedures since the attacks of 9/11.
They serve by checking the stadium
and nearby parked cars before each home
football game.
The CUPD are doing everything they
can to ensure the safety of the University
and the community from now on.
"We have communicated to the campus
community through Inside Alerts and the
local media the need to be more aware of
our surroundings and to report unusual
activity to the police," said Link.
"The Building Security Coordinators
have received information to help secure
buildings and to be alert for suspicious
objects and packages."
"Officers have increased foot patrols
and overtime has been authorized for
additional patrol officers."

• Accelerated growth opportunities
• Tuition reimbursement
• Personal contact with leadership teams

BELL: CU musicians play variety

• Advanced degree & licensing assistance
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Dzuris, who is the University's official
carillonneur, will perform "Music in the Air
V," a collection of several contemporary
pieces written specifically for solo carillon.
Dzuris will play a wide variety of compositions, including those from other carillon ceremonies.
Two of John Courter's pieces, "Toccata
Festival," first performed by Ball State
University's carillon, and "Chimneys
Whimsical Dances for Carillon," a piece
played in Barcelona, Spain to commemorate the life of architect Antoni Gaudi, will
also be sung by the Clemson Memorial
Carillon.
Original pieces written by Dzuris will
be featured as well.
"I finished "Suite on a Mother Goose
Poem' this spring'," she said.
"The seven movements were inspired
by a Mother Goose rhyme."
Among all the compositions to be played,
the oldest piece is "Lake Music," originally
written in 1970 for Queen Elizabeth II's
dedication of the Canberra Carillon in
Australia's capital.
"Although this concert is far from
Australia's Lake Burley Griffin where

the Canberra Carillon is located," Dzuris
said, "the sounds of this composition will
sound just as grand on Clemson's Lake
Hartwell."
Though the music of the carillon can be
heard up to a quarter mile away, the Military
Heritage Plaza, the Carillon Gardens and
Bowman Field are the prime locations for
the best listening experience.
The Clemson community is encouraged
to bring blankets and lawn chairs and prepare a picnic dinner for the performance.
After the concert, listeners are invited
up to take a look at the playing cabin that
sits just below the tower's bells.
The performance will be the fifth of its
kind since the Clemson Memorial Carillon
was dedicated on Oct. 18, 1987.
Two years prior, six bronze bells were
installed in the tower and christened the
Clemson University Victory Peal.
These motorized bells were rung at the
beginning of each school year and after
every home football game.
The carillon's largest bell, called Big
C, weighs 4,386 pounds and sits among the
46 other bells, whose sound at the Clemson
Memorial Carillon, permeates the entire
campus.

Class of 1943

A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY - FOR WORLD-CLASS PEOPLE

to-

CARILLON
GARDEN

www.fluor.com/ctireers
hous t one olleqe@f luor.com

HISTORY AT A GLANCE: A plaque is presented at the Carillon Gardens to
commemorate the celebration of history, song and achievement.
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The West End Zone
BY BLAIRE KOBLISKI

Possibly more than hearing about the number 27 ranking Clemson students have been bombarded even more so
with the words, "the West End Zone Initiative," now better
known as "WestZone."
While a majority of the students at Clemson understand
the who, what when, where and why of the number 27, a
large percentage of the student body have been left in the
dark about the large structure that has been added to Death
Valley stadium. Ginger Lewjeski, a Clemson senior, said,
"Yeah, I pass it every day riding on the bus from my car, but I
really don't know much about it or what goes on in there."
"West Zone" is now dubbed by the athletic department
as the "New Front Door" to the stadium. The West End Zone
Initiative has been a project in the works for the last three
years. While there is still a lot of work yet to complete, the
WestZone has added fundamental growth to the Clemson
athletic department
"Clemson's athletic history is amazing and its fan loyalty
is known throughout the country," said Bill D'Andrea, the
senior associate athletic director for external affairs. "Now,
more than ever, we need to come together, so that we can
give our athletic programs the possibility of greater success in the future. The WestZone is one of the best ways to
accomplish that" The athletic department is on a feverish
campaign to raise the 2.8 million dollars that is left on the
zone's bill
The building of the West Zone has been broken down
into phases. Phase one has already been completed, and the
2.8 million dollars will go toward helping complete stage
two. The estimated costs to cover stage two will total out to
be 27 million dollars, but where is all this money coming
from?
Funds for the WestZone have come from private donations, the assistance of IPTAY, existing athletic department
funds and the issue of state bonds. D'Andrea is calling on the
Clemson community to pull the efforts through„"We would
like each and every one of you to participate in the WestZone
initiative, said D'Andrew. "By giving to the WestZone, you
show your pride in Clemson and our continuing mission to
be one of the top athletic programs in the country."

LAYOUT BY EMILY SPARR

Students around campus are stating that it's a lot of upgrading facilities. "Does Clemson want to be a champimoney, and a lot of them are wondering what kind of bang onship program?" asked Davis when he was considering
Clemson is getting for their buck? What is all this money Clemson. "The WestZone initiative showed me that it does."
building?
"It's not a coincidence that the quality of our recruiting
The initial construction of the WestZone added approxi- classes has improved dramatically since we began moving
mately 142,000 square feet to the stadium on four levels. dirt and pouring mortar in the West EndZone of Memorial
The building will house a football strength and condition- Stadium," said Head Coach Tommy Bowdea "This is the
ing area in its south-west corner. This area will consist of an first time we have had three Top 20 recruiting classes in a
open floor space on level one with a Mezzanine level on the row."
west end of the open room. "The footprint for the football
Athletic director, Terry Don Phillips, has made the comstrength and conditioning facility is already there," said pletion of the WestZone a top priority for athletics and
Clemson Associate Athletic Director Robert Ricketts, "We're acknowledges the challenge in finishing the project "We
just completing the facility."
have a lot of work to do," he said, "but this is one of the uniThe equipment room will be expanded to include new versities in America that can get it done."
offices and a new laundry room. When completed the
One of the athletic department's biggest arguments for
expanded equipment room and storage will occupy about finishing the WestZone is that it is going to benefit Clemson
6,000 square feet of space. The training room will be athletics as a whole, but so far it all seems to be about footexpanded to include a new hydrotherapy room, new offices ball. What does the WestZone do for other athletic teams at
and examination rooms. The WestZone features a work area the university?
consisting of offices for the head coaches, assistant coaches
Moving all of the football operations to the WestZone
and support staff, position meeting rooms and a 150-seat will open up spaces for the other athletic teams all over
auditorium with a sloped floor and theater seating A por- campus. The Jervey and McFadden buildings will open up
tion of the existing recruiting room will be used for the new completely for the other 18 sports for recruiting more office
offices and meeting rooms, requiring the existing recruiting space, and training as well as more space for conditioning
area to be expanded to the north.
and sport medicine
"With football moving to the WestZone, the Jervey
The third level of the complex will be expanded with the
addition of football offices. This space, actually the roof of weight room will be completely devoted to Olympic Sports,
the new football offices, will be utilized for game-day mar- providing a recruiting advantage that very few schools will
keting activities and provide fans additional space to gather be able to match. These sports will be able to expand into
McFaddea providing considerably more room for the staff
inside the stadium.
What's the big deal with all this expansion; didn't we and coaches of every team," said Jay Crout men's swimming
have great top-of-the-line facilities before? Yes, Clemson and diving two-time team captain.
"These may seem like minor benefits, but these things
has always been dedicated to its athletic programs, but
when the WestZone is completed, Clemson Athletics will can be small changes that help make the difference in our
be able to recruit better and nurture top-quality student teams winning more conference championships."
While the WestZone undertaking seems to be a bit overathletes, attract and retain outstanding coaches and staff,
whelming
and expensive, it is clear to see that the results
provide recruits and fans outstanding facilities and promote
Clemson school spirit James Davis, 2005 ACC rookie-of- will greatly benefit the Clemson athletic department the
the-year, said that one of the biggest contributing factors Clemson football team, and the Clemson community on the
in coming to Clemson was the university's commitment to whole.
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Weekly World Update
National Report
■ Elderly woman survives
deep woods in Oregon: Doris
Anderson, 76, was found on
Friday, Sept. 7, by a rescue team
hours from death with a body
temperature that had dropped 90
degrees from normal. Anderson
wore light clothing and had no
survival gear to protect herself
from overnight temperatures in
the '30's. The grandmother of 7
got lost on a bow hunting trip with
her 74-year-old husband, Harold.
Their sports utility vehicle got
stuck, and Harold Anderson broke
his wrist while trying to unload an
all terrain vehicle (ATV) from a
utility trailer. The couple became
seperated while walking to a
United States Forest Service area.
A hunting party rescued Harold
Anderson. Search teams stumbled
upon Doris Anderson while looking for scavenger birds. A flock
of ravens led them to the woman.
After Doris Anderson's rescue by
helicopter, she was listed in critical
but stable condition at the hospital.
She was dehydrated, incoherent,
cold and sustained an injured hip.
■ Parents and child die in
a murder, double-suicide:
Oregon Police are investigating
an alleged murder and doublesuicide in northeastern Portland.
On Thursday, Sept. 6, police were
called to a home after receiving
a tip from the families' friends in
California that the couple planned
to commit suicide. When officers
arrived at the scene, they found a
hose attached to an exhaust pipe
of a hearse parked in the driveway
and hooked up to the air ducts of
the home. The police disconnected
the hose and entered the interior
of the home. Police discovered
Kuca and Luray Hodder-Kuca,
both 39, and Ruby Kuca, age 5,
suffering from carbon monoxide
poisoning. John and Ruby Kuca
were pronounced dead at the
scene, and Luray Hodder-Kuca
died at an area hospital. According
to a friend of the Kuca family, the
couple had recently received news
that Hodder-Kuca had cancer and
that the family did not have health
insurance.
■ Steel beam begins national
tour: Relatives of victims and
authorities, who responded to the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks gathered
on Monday in Columbia, South
Carolina, as a piece of the Sept. 11
memorial to start a cross-country
tour. Students from a Columbiaarea school also raised more than
half a million dollars after Sept. 11
to purchase a fire engine for the
New York City Fire Department,
which proudly flies a South
Carolina Flag. Over $300 million
has been raised privately while
more than $400 million is committed by the government for the
construction of the 8-acre memorial. The museum will be located
underground.

World Report
■ Police uncover neo-Nazi cell,
arrest 8: Israeli police discovered
cell of young Israeli neo-Nazis
accused of performing a series of
attacks on foreign workers, religious Jews, homosexuals and drug
addicts. Eight suspects from the
former Soviet Union have been
arrested in connection with at least
15 attacks. All of the suspects
have Israeli citizenship and are in
their late teens or early 20s. Police
recovered photographs and films
documenting the gang assaulting their victims. Authorities also
found knives, explosives, spiked
balls and other weapons in the
suspects' possession. Isolated cases
of neo-Nazi activity have been
documented in the past, but this is
the first time police have arrested
such a large number of individuals who were members of a neoNazi group, according to police.
Suspects charged with hate crimes
towards Jews in the past have been
tried as Holocaust deniers since
Israel does not have a hate crimes
law.
■ America's Most Wanted
Drug Smuggler Diego Montoya
Caught in Colombia: Deigo
Montoya was on the Federal
Bureau of Investigations' (FBI)
ten most-wanted list, and the
bureau had offered $5 million for
information leading to Montoya's
arrest. On Monday, Sept. 10, he
did not resist his capture by the
U.S. army on a small farm in
the cartel stronghold of Valle del
Cauca state. Montoya leads the
Norte del Valle cartel, Colombia's
most powerful and dangerous drug
organization in the world. In 2004,
the U.S.-filed indictment said that
in the previous 14 years, their
cartel had exported more than 1.2
million pounds of cocaine worth
more than $ 10 billion dollars from
Colombia to Mexico. Colombians
view Montoya's arrest as the biggest victory in the drug war since
Pablo Escobar, Medellin Cartel
leader, who was killed in a shootout in 1993.
■ Police charge Kate McCann
with homicide: Portuguese authorities believe they have enough
evidence to charge the mother
of missing 4-year-old Madeleine
McCann with homicide for failing to prevent her child's death.
She will also be charged with
concealing the body. Early last
week, McCann's lawyer met with
the Portugal's Attorney General
and the plan for Kate McCann
to be charged was halted, infuriated Portuguese police officers.
Madeleine's disappearance on May
3, sparked a high-profile campaign
that attracted world-wide attention. Prior to returning home, the
McCanns toured Europe with photos of Madeleine. The McCanns
returned home on Monday, Sept.
3, on Friday, Sept. 7, and were formally named as suspects.

News By Numbers
22
age of a man in Oregon arrested for domestic assault after
throwing a bag of Cheetos at his father.

Ken Revis-Wagner
Clemson University Professor

':30

seconds with...
Jennifer Salane: What subject do you
teach?
KW: I teach CU 101 and a Keys to Biology
course about reproduction. I'm also the premed advisor, so I "teach" a lot of one- on-one
to medical school hopefuls.
JS: What's your favorite zoo animal?
KW: The Python. I'm also called the "Snake
Man," because of my interest in snakes.
JS: What do you think makes your students
like you so much?
KW: I try to remember what my
undergraduate life was like and working in
a downtown tavern gives me an ability to
appreciate student life in Clemson. I try not
to take myself very seriously.

JS: If you could be anything else other than a
professor, what would you be?
KW: I'd be a professional sports car racer.
JS: If you could make one change to
Clemson University, what would it be?
KW: I'd put a permanent CUPD police
person at the crosswalks in front of Sikes and
Mell Halls to arrest people who punch the
walk button and then cross the street when
traffic clears and leave me at the red light to
wait for the walk sign to go off with no one
walking.
JS: What's the hardest biology class you
have ever taught?
KW: My very first one I taught, Introductory
Ecology at Rhodes College in Memphis.

Medical University of South Carolina

COLLEGE OF
HEALTH PROFESSIONS
•
•
•
•

cordially invites you to attend a Fall Information Session
in our 80,000 sq. ft. state-of-the-art facility located in the
heart of historic Charleston, South Carolina
Learn about MUSC
Receive detailed admissions information
Get acquainted with faculty and staff
Attend a program-specific breakout session for one of the
following:
Physical Therapy
Occupational Therapy
Communication Sciences
and Disorders
Cytology and Biosciences
Physician Assistant
Cardiovascular Perfusion
Anesthesia for Nurses
Students interested in AFN are encouraged to attend
the October 25 session.

*Bachelor of Health
Sciences
* Master in Health
Administration
*Doctor in Health
Administration
*These programs include formats for working
professionals.

Friday, Sept. 28, 2007
1:30 p.m. -4:00 pm
RSVP by 9/26/2007
Room A204

Thursday, Oct. 25, 2007
6:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
RSVP by 10/23/2007
Room A204

Friday, Nov. 9, 2007
1:30p.m. -4:00 pm
RSVP by 11/7/2007
Room A204

*

College of Health Professions
151-A Rutledge Avenue
Charleston, SC

1

20,000
amount in dollars that a man allegedly extorted from his
elderly mother by repeatedly threatening to kidnap her
beloved cat and demanding ransom.

iM

106,000,000
amount in dollars the Supreme Court ordered Time
magazine to pay in damages for defaming former
Indonesian dictator Suharto by alleging his family stole
billions of dollars during his rule.

Call (843) 792-3326 or 1-866-690-2284 (toll free)
www.musc.edu/chp
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Campus Arrests
The following are arrests that were made by the Clemson University
Police Department from Monday, Sept. 3 through Monday, Sept. 10.
Sept. 3
Clemson Players to perform classic tale,
"Jane Eyre"
Clemson Players, the University drama
company, will present Charlotte Bronte's, "Jane
Eyre," at the Brooks Center for the Performing
Arts beginning Saturday, Sept. 29, through
Sunday, Oct. 7. Bronte's novel was adapted for
the stage by British director and playwright
Polly Teale in 1997. "Jane Eyre" chronicles the
life of a destitute, plain and unloved orphan,
Jane. According to the director of the production, Mark Charney, the story is reinterpreted
by Teale in a feminist fashion. The Clemson
Players will present "Jane Eyre" in the Brooks
Center's Bellamy Theatre. Curtain times are at
8 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 29; Monday-Friday, Oct.
1-5; and Sunday, Oct. 7. There is a matinee at
3 p.m. on Sunday, Sept. 30. For tickets and
information go to www.clemson.edu/Brooks or
call the box office from 1 to 5 p.m. MondayFriday at (864) 656-7787. Tickets are $10 for
adults and $5 for students.
New office opens to help students make
good choices
A new office in the Division of Student
Affairs, EMpower Clemson, will combine
existing on-campus alcohol awareness campaigns, focusing on planning and programming
for alcohol safety. The organization will also
focus on environmental management both on
and off campus. The vice president for student
affairs, Gail DiSabatino, said that alcoholism
is not just a problem for students but a problem
in society. DiSabatino envisions that Clemson

students will work with the community and
also begin to shape a healthy environment for
students. The EMpower center will be led by
prevention specialist for alcohol safety, Kathy
Cauthen and will be part of the Office of
Municipal and Community Affairs. The office's
name was taken from the student government's
EMpower Campaign, which began last year.
The student-led organization encouraged students to make responsible decisions and to take
care of themselves as well as others.
Clemson program promotes car-seat
safety
The Clemson University Automotive
Safety Research Inst. (CU-ASRI) and Clemson
University Police Deptartment (CUPD) are
partnering to provide a free child seat restraint
inspection. This inspection concludes CUASRI's second National Child Passenger
Safety Certification Training Program which
took place this week. Inspections will be from
4:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. on Friday, Sept. 14, at
Ace Hardware on U.S. 123 (Tiger Boulevard).
CUPD staff, officers and an instructor team led
by CU-ASRI will supervise their inspections.
Class participants will be able to teach parents
how to keep their children safe in and around
vehicles once they successfully complete the
program. CU-ASRI is a part of Clemson
University International Center for Automotive
Research (CU-ICAR). The Child Passenger
Safety Program is an initiative of CU-ASRI,
and its goal is to increase the safe use of child
restraints in vehicles through research, teaching and outreach to the community.

2:42 a.m.,Wilfred Eckersley, disorderly conduct, Bryan Mall,
officer: Salisbury
3:1?) p.m., Karenta Brown, disorderly conduct, Strom Thurmond
Inst., officer: Cassell
5:23 p.m., Brandon Dodd, disorderly conduct, Lot 13, officer:
Hughey
7:49 p.m., Christopher Bielat, disorderly conduct, Memorial
Stadium, officer: Baxley
8:07 p.m., Henry Jones, disorderly conduct, Memorial Stadium,
officer: Cheeks
8:20 p.m., William Hobson, disorderly conduct, Memorial Stadium,
officer: Schutt
8:27 p.m., Kathryn Nazworth, disorderly conduct, Williamson Rd.,
officer: Cassell
8:30 p.m., Ashley Morris, disorderly conduct, Ave. of Champions,
officer: Cassell
10:26 p.m., Courtney Smith, disorderly conduct, Centennial Blvd.,
officer: Lehmann
8:54 p.m., Brent Holden, disorderly conduct, Memorial Stadium,
officer: Cheeks
9:23 p.m., Joseph Graves, disorderly conduct, Cherry Rd., officer:
Cassell

Crime Report
The following calls were among those that the Clemson University
Police responded to from Monday, Sept. 3 through Monday, Sept. 10.
Sept. 3
6:57 p.m., petty larceny, West End Zone, officer: McAbee
9:07 p.m., personal injury, McGregor Impound, officer: Hughey
Sept. 7
9:21 p.m., disorderly conduct, P-3 Parking Lot, officer: Harrington
Sept. 8
4:14 p.m., petty larceny, Cooper Library, officer: Cassell
4:49 p.m., transfer wine/minor, Memorial Stadium, officer: Schutt
Sept. 9

GEORGIA
CAMPUS

1:40 a.m., Minor in possession, Johnstone Hall, officer: Durham

Experience the
PCOM

D.O. Difference

Georgia Campus - Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine is dedicated to educating
osteopathic physicians who practice a whole-person approach to medicine. With a "Doctor from Day
One" philosophy, our students focus on preventive health care and learn how to encourage the body's
natural tendency toward good health.
The campus is conveniendy located in Gwinnett County, just minutes from downtown Atlanta.
GA-PCOM also offers a certificate program and masters degree in biomedical sciences.

JOIN US FOR OUR OPEN HOUSE!

Sept. 10
8:18 p.m., Minor in possession, Mauldin Hall, officer: Harrington

Fire & Rescue
The following calls were among those that the Clemson University
Fire Department responded to from Monday, Sept. 3 through Monday,
Sept. 10.
Sept. 3
4:50 p.m., fire, 315 Old Greenville Hwy., CUFD
9:53 p.m., dive rescue, Mountain View Landing, CUFD
Sept. 4
1:07 a.m. vehicle fire, Highway 93, CUFD

OCTOBER 26 • 12-4 PM • GA-PCOM CAMPUS
Join fellow Tiger alumni at GA—PCOM.

Please RSVP by October 19th to:
866-282-4544 • gaadmissions@pcom.edu
625 Old Peach tree Road NW, Suwanee, GA 30024 • www.pcom.edu

Last weeks photos were attributed incorrectly.
"Step Right Up'" and "A Masterpiece in the Making" (Al. A2) bylines
should have read "David Jarrett/staff." Feature photos "Can I fake
Your Order" and "Have a Seal" (A3) bylines should have read "Rachel
Glenn/staff' and the background photo byline should have read "Dia
Zafcropulos photo editor." The Tiger regrets this error.
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CLOSING: Music fans look
for new sound store fnmmeAi
Greenville, it only does online
shipping.
With all the downloadable
music and online shopping available to us today, it is understandable why a music store wouldn't
do as well as one would think so
close to a college campus.
Black Dog Music is just one

of the examples of Clemson losing a well-loved downtown stop.
Students are left with questions about why these places have
shut down.
One can only wonder how
they can help prevent this from
happening in the future.

Do you appreciate good writing? Do you like writing stories your peers care about? Can you
identify at least five of the seven items listed above? Can you be as concise as shampoo
instructions but as meaningful as Shakespeare? Then come be a writer for The Tiger.

THE TIGER

established 1907

E-mail Caroline at editor@thetigernews.com

ADVERTISE HERE
(or get someone else to)

Are you a business major? More importantly are you someone with an advertising
background? Do you have business acumen? Like developing relationships
with national and local businesses? Have a crazy uncle who needs an ad in the paper?
Then come be an advertising representative for The Tiger.

THE TIGER

established 1907

E-mail Caroline at editor@thetigernews.com
KEEPINC THE WORLD MOVINC FORWARD...
Keeping the world moving forward
is what we do at RedPrairie®.
And trust us. It moves fast.
RedPrairie® is a global leader in software development and technical solutions for the retail
operations and supply chain needs of many of the world's top companies. Basically, we
connect people and products throughout the buying cycle to ensure that products reach
the right place, at the right time.
Life is all about timing.
How will today change youT tomorrow?
Explore OUT exciting career paths!

September 14
1JJ14: Francis Scott Key wrote the words to
the Star-Spangled Banner as he waited aboard
a British launch in the Chesapeake Bay for
the outcome of the British assault on Fort
McHenry during the War of 1812.

1959: Luna II, a Soviet space probe, became
the first man-made object on the moon when it
crashed on the moon's surface.
1984: Joe Kittinger became the first person to
fly a balloon solo across the Atlantic Ocean.

Now, let's talk about the bennies: generous salaries, bonuses, 401 (k) with company match,
business casual dress, opportunity for professional growth. Ready to get started? Apply
online at www.redprairiecampus.jobs.

[ WhereveT you go, there we are. J

RedPrairie

On this day in history...

1935: American multimillionaire Howard
Hughes sets the world's landplane record of
567.23 kph in an airplane of his own design.

• Infrastructure Engineer
• Software Architect
• Software Engineer
• Product Consultant
• Software Development Engineer
• Support Technician
• Technical Account Manager
• Software Quality Engineer
• Product Engineer

9

CHESSON PARKER /staff

VIEW FROM AFAR: The Black Dog Music store relocated to an
open building on College Avenue, but was unsuccessful.

Efe

Need More Space?
LOFT BEDS
BUNK BEDS
HIGH RISE BEDS
866-739-2331
CollegeBedLofts.com
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GRE will undergo changes for future tests
^

The exam consists of
three sections: math, verbal and writing; math and
verbal are each scored on
a scale of 200-800, while
writing is scored from 1-6
in half-point increments.
These new question
types, "numeric entry" and
"text completion," will be
added to the math and verbal sections, respectively.
The "numeric entry"
question means that the
math section will no longer
be all multiple choice.
Students will have to

November brings
new challenges for
graduate students.
RACHEL CARTER
STAFF WRITER

Planning on going to
graduate school? Get prepared then, because the test
you have to take is about to
get tougher.
ETS (Education Testing
Service) is adding two
new questions to the GRE
(Graduate Record Exam).

New Verbal Type: Text Completion
Directions: Using the corresponding lists of
answer choices, fill the blanks below in the
way that best completes the text.
1. The latest novel by Anderson demonstrates
an unfortunate departure from her complex
and impressive style. She has been a critical
favorite for quite some time, but past
^
do not apply to this new
novel, which substitutes
<ii>
an)
ramblings for her normally.
juxtapositions.
Blanko)

Blank(ii)

Blank(iii)

criticisms

prosaic

transcendent

diatribes
accolades

astute
exploratory

hackneyed
retractable

RACHEL CARTER/ contributed photo

TURN TO THIS PACE: An example of one
reformatted question in the November version.

work the problem out on
scratch paper and plug in
the answer themselves.
"Text completion" is a
longer form of the "sentence completion" question
with students filling in three
blanks instead of one.
Each blank will have
its own word bank, and no
partial credit will be given
even if only one word is
missed.
"These questions are
designed to be more challenging and statistically
more difficult because
you must choose the
answer independently,"
said Katherine Lynn, the
GRE program manager at
Kaplan.
In November when
these changes are set to
take place, the student will
either see one of the new
verbal questions, one of the
new math questions or neither.
It is indeed a concern
that it may be considered
unfair for one student to
get a new question while
another student does not.
It is not yet understood
how the ETS prepares to
address the issue, according to Lynn.
It is also important for
students to note that, while
Kaplan will underscore at
first, "students should treat
them as if they will be
scored," said Lynn.
The GRE test typically
lasts about two and a half
hours.
It is available to be
taken all year round, with

Politics reach campus
Visitors come to campus
to promote Democratic
and Republican parties.
JENN RAINS
STAFF WRITER

South Carolina, a state
ranking low in education
and high in unemployment,
will soon be in the national
spotlight—for something
good.
In January 2008, South
Carolina will host two of
the earliest primaries for the
2008 presidential election.
The Republican primary
will be on Jan. 19 and the
Democratic primary on Jan.
29.
On the evening of Aug.
28, the Provost Seminar
on the 2008 Presidential
Election was honored by
two prestigous guests.
Joe Erwin, former chairman of the South Carolina
Democratic Party, and
Rob Godfrey, communications director for the South
Carolina Republican Party,
spoke on the importance of
the early primary in South
Carolina.
Both men stressed how
significant the early primaries are for each party.
Also mentioned was how
South Carolina is going to
play a huge role in determining the candidates who
make it on the presidential
ballot.
This is a major feat for
the state and its parties,
according to Joe Erwin.

New Hampshire and
Iowa traditionally host some
of the first primaries.
South Carolina will join
them in 2008 to become a
"game-changer" state where
candidates early on will
move up or fade from the
national limelight.
This means that presidential candidates will have
to do extra campaigning
and work harder to win
over the residents of South
Carolina.
How well they do in the
early primaries will make or
break their chances of winning a party nomination.
These early primaries
will also make the views and
issues important to South
Carolinians known nationally and cause the candidates to put extra emphasis
on appealing to the state's
needs.
South Carolina has
already seen much campaigning and coverage by
the presidential candidates
since the spring when it
hosted debates by both parties.
South Carolina first welcomed the Democratic candidates for the Democratic
debate on April 26, 2007,
at South Carolina State
University in Orangeburg.
Then just a few short
weeks later on May 15,
the Republican candidates
came together for a debate
in Columbia.
These debates not only
put South Carolina in the
national spotlight, but also

set the stage for the role the
state is going to play in the
2008 election.
This showcased just how
important the early primaries are to South Carolina's
Democratic and Republican
parties.
The South Carolina
Republican Party has held
the first Republican primary
in the South since 1988.
This has made
the
Republican primary in
South Carolina very important for a number of years.
According to Godfrey,
since 1980 every Republican
winner of the South Carolina
primary has gone on to win
the Republican nomination.
This shows just how big
a role South Carolina plays
in national politics and how
imperative it is for the state
to hold early primaries.
The Democratic Party
in South Carolina, although
it does not have the distinction of having the first
Democratic primary in the
South, is very hopeful that
an early primary in 2008
will bring great change.
Erwin is confident that
having one of the first
Democratic primaries in the
nation, it will help boost the
state's Democrtic party.
This will also make it
more competitive at the
state and national level.
It will all become clear in
the coming months just how
influential South Carolina
will be in determining the
next president of the United
States.

>«S

DIA ZAFEROPULOS/ photography editor

BUY YOUR BOOKS!: GRE examination books are sold in bookstores for
students to purchase and use as study tools to prepare for test day.
the exception of major holidays.
The test costs $140.
Kaplan offers tutoring,
online courses, books and
even the "GRE Express,"
a two-day training session
which can be taken over a
weekend.
Since the test scores are
good for five years, students can take the test now,
even if they plan on taking a few years off before
graduate school.
"It is wise to take the

exam sooner rather than
later," said Lynn.
On Sept. 20, Kaplan
will
host
two
free
events:"Graduate School
Admission" and "GRE
Strategy Seminar;" the
locations have yet to be
decided.
Originally ETS planned
on having one big test
change by adding 2 hours
to the length of the exam.
This meant having to
reduce the test dates to thirty per year and increasing

the number of test centers.
Due to the lack of availability to new test centers,
this plan was cancelled.
The changes will continue over time.
The additions to the
math and verbal sections
are only the beginning of
changes to come to the
GRE.
ETS wants to create a
test that is a "more accurate
predictor of student success in graduate school,"
according to Lynn.

Vote for President
www. thetigernews. com

ROCK THE VOTE: Visit The Tiger's Web site to cast your vote for president.

Registrat
Hend

Empowerment Tour in the
m Monday, Sept. 17
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WANTADS

CLASSIFIEDS
tAMbto
200 For Sale
250 Automotive
300 For Rent
350 Roommates
400 Services
450 Retail

500 On Campus
550 Events
600 Greek Life
700 Lost & Found
800Misc
850 Travel
900 Personals

100 HELP WANTED
Reliable wait staff needed.
Cross Creek Plantation
Clubhouse. Contact Al Shadwick
(864) 324-2003 or
al@netmds.com.
PT work. Excellent pay, flexible
schedules, evenings and weekends available. Customer sales/
service, no experience necessary,
all majors welcome. Conditions
apply. Call (864) 288-4555.

lassified Ad Rate

ea

Classifications
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
ice Addr
315 Hendrix Center
Clemson, S.C. 29634

Student Internships in Clemson.
Internships are available at the
Clemson Area Chamber of
Commerce immediately.
Call (864) 654-1200 or email
customer.service@nctv.com.

300

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED
Part time leasing
agent for apartment
complexes in Seneca.

Methods

50 cents/word

Other:

$1.00/word

Cash, Check

350 ROOMMATES
Roommate needed Spring 2008.
Renovated cedarwood apartment,
private bath. Call (864) 888-7325.

Found at Fike pool: Ladies
earring, gold with diamonds;
call (864) 654-4812,
must show matching
piece to claim.

850

TRAVEL

#1 Spring Break Website!
4 & 7 night trips to BahamaPartyCruise, Panama City,
Acapulco, Cancun and more.
Low prices guaranteed. Group
discounts for 8+. Book 20
people to get 3 free trips!
Campus reps needed.
www.studentcity.com or
(800)293-1445.

The Galley
Re st aixr ant
Fine Waterfront Dining
And Nami Asian Bistro

16 hours a week

Great Pay
Flexible Hours
Only 12 miles from campus
No Sundays
Evenings Only

Call564.c3c32.4377
for appointment

NOW HIRING!

Ask for Sally 3auer, property manager

Students:

(864) 656-2150 • ciassified@TheTigerNews.com

700 LOST & FOUND

Country house for college
students. Private area, 4 BR/3
BA, 2 fireplaces, mostly furnished. $1200/month, utilities not
included. Yard is maintained. No
pets. Call (864) 304-2925.

3 p.m. Tuesday

By Phone: (864) 656-2150
By Fax: (864) 656-4772
By E-mail: classified@thetigernews.com
In Person: 315 Hendrix Center

Apply in person at
Portman Marina
Lake Hartwell, Anderson
287-3215 or 287-3211

Spring Break 2008! Sell Trips,
Earn Cash, Go Free! Best Prices
to Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas,
S. Padre and Florida.
Call for Group Discounts
(800) 648-4849.
www.ststravel.com.

900

PERSONALS

I am a moderately young,
fairly-decent looking female.
I consider myself single,
although my current marital
status may argue otherwise.
I'm looking
for a young, preferably
Brazilian man.
Intelligence not required.
I prefer my men to be
delicious. If interested contact
rachelbananas56@gmail. com
I am a 22-year old male,
searching for a slightly
older woman with a desire to
settle down. I am particlarly
fond of soccer moms,
or any woman who
drives a minivan. Age is
not my most important
requirement, but I do
prefer a partner in her
30s or 40s.
I like my women experienced. If
my requests fit your description
contact me at
cal.calbertson@gmail.com

Vanguard

Your first career decision
visit us at the Fall Career Fair
Wednesday, September 19,10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Soby's LittleJohn Coliseum
Make an easy transition from college to a career at Vanguard, where we consider your
professional growth to be one of our best investments. We're one of the world's largest

«

investment management companies, and we welcome exceptional people from all majors,
including IT. Upcoming graduates are invited to apply for challenging, team-oriented positions
in our Charlotte, North Carolina, office. You'll receive onqoinq trainina and
have ample long-term career opportunities. Start your career with an
industry leader that's looking for your unique talents.

FORTUNE"

100 BEST

COMPANIES 5
TO WORK FORS

Connect with Vanguard ®
www.vanguardcareers.com
Vanguard is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Vanguard, Connect with Vanguard, and the ship logo are trademarks of The Vanguard Group, Inc. All other marks are the exclusive property of their respecti
respective owners. ©2007 The Vanguard Group, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Patriot Act conflict has cultural roots

Should the government
be allowed to enforce
the Patriot Act in order
to protect U.S. citizens?

4 T(L

"In order to
feel secure,
you have to
sacrifice some
liberties."

ma ^\

1

AJ Smith
general engineering
freshman

"No, because
freedom is what
makes America
special."

Casey Johnson
electrical engineering
sophomore

"If in interest
of national
security, then
yes."

Travis Rosche
The Patriot Act has been one
of the most hotly contested
pieces of legislation since
the terrorist attacks of September
11, and the legal, political and
ethical struggles involved in that
legislation's career appear in all
forms. Two particular events of late
have revealed that this debate is no
closer to resolution than it was at
its inception.
Recently released records from
the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) indicate that the bureau's
late investigations into the phone
records and contacts of suspected
associates of terrorists stretched
much further than was initially
known, truth that was effectively
hidden for much of the investigations' duration. The extent to which
these investigations were carried
out is the main point of concern:
Not only were suspects and their
associates monitored, but associates of associates (of associates?)
were kept under surveillance, as
well. Essentially, the web of "inquiry" was huge.
Around the same time that the
FBI turned over its secret records to
the public, other portions of society
were grappling with issues that highlighted the Patriot Act's effects. In a
lawsuit conducted by the American
Civil Liberties Union, Judge Victor
Marrero ruled that the portion of
the Patriot Act that allowed the
FBI and the Department of Justice
to procure the telephone and ISP
records of suspects without a court
order was unconstitutional. In the
program, national security letters
(NSLs) issued by the FBI and the
Department, of Justice allowed.

them access to these records while bypass, this tape-slashing badly,
prohibiting the companies who especially with ever-present shadprovided the various services to ow of September 11. There is no
inform the customers under suspi- way to beat terrorism if we continucion of the federal inquiry into their ally roll over or are caught up in our
activities. Judge Marrero ruled this own web of legislation. If the govportion of the Patriot Act unconsti- ernment decides that it needs this
tutional on the grounds of the First law to better protect its citizens,
Amendment, saying that the NSL many of those citizens are inclined
program violates free speech and to trust its judgment.
But there is another side of the
the need for investigators to have a
warrant before taking the informa- argument that says that "web of legislation" is exactly
tion.
what we need. The
It is easy to see
Constitution, like
why the Patriot
THE ISSUE
the Patriot Act,
Act has been
is also designed
such an issue.
RECENT EVENTS HAVE
The
legislation
to protect its citHIGHLIGHTED THE CONFLICT!
izens, but it is a
has far-reaching
INHERENT IN THE PATRIOT
form of protecarms, which affect
ACT: PERSONAL RIGHTS VS
tion that often
multiple layers of
GOVERNMENT NEEDS.
society. In a sense,
goes unnoticed or
underappreciated.
no one is "safe"
OUR VIEW
The popular lamfrom its influence.
IT IS EASY TO OBJECT TO
entation seems to
But perhaps that is
THE LEGISLATION, BUT
be that "red tape"
the point.
MUCH OF THE ATTITUDE
holds the governThe touted end
THAT LED TO THE ACT IS
ment back from
of the Patriot Act
completing
its
is safety.
That
SELF-CULTIVATED.
duties. However,
was the goal of the
that is exactly its
entire bill when it
purpose.
Speed
first went through
Congress, to make it easier for and efficiency are not always the
law enforcement and federal secu- signs of good government; often,
rity agencies to track down the bad it is the painfully slow process of
guys. It was supposed to make the deliberation that is the evidence of
American public safer. The Patriot an effective democratic model.
The idea of a government with
Act breaks down the "red tape" that
so often holds agencies back from no checks scares people, and a piece
getting quick results, and in our of legislation that allows the federal
world of Internet and information agencies to shortcut those estabrushing at the speed of light, quick lished checks appears to be like a
results are not only convenient but step toward centralization, toward
an eerie streamlining of governnecessary.
. . -Many, argue that we need this ment. History,, that .which, is- past

and that which is presently being
made, gives us plenty of example
of what happens when the needs of
a government are place above the
rights of its people. And in this age
of instant information, the possible
ways in which those rights can be
violated is mind-boggling.
We assume our rights. We argue
for personal liberties like the right
to privacy, we commend any and
every attempt at securing our personal freedoms, and we condemn
the things that threaten to take
those freedoms away. But we surround ourselves in a culture that
is more and more self-involved
in the very thing we decry. The
speed at which information can be
retrieved and the ease with which
we can be observed scare us, but
it is the culture which we have
constructed. We gladly participate
in it. Facebook, Google, Gmail and
more — we thrive on these wells
of instant information. Speed is
everything. When things don't get
done quickly, we have a problem.
In practical terms, this is not a bad
thing: Businesses run on efficiency.
But the need for the instantaneous
has begun to affect our ideologies
and beliefs, even the way we view
the job of governing ourselves. We
need immediate everything, but in
our struggle to provide the fastest
solutions, we are overlooking our
most basic freedoms.
The opinions expressed in the above
editorial are written by the opinions editor
and represent the majority opinion of The
Tiger editorial board. In representing the
majority view, the staff editorials may
not represent the individual view of any
-particular member.
....

mechanical engineering
freshman

"I understand
why we have the
Patriot Act, but
people should
still be able to
have their basic
rights."
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Ella Kate Williams
mathematics education
sophomore

"No, I am
against the
Patriot Act
since I don't
want it to get
out of control.'

Dominic Triana
ceramic and materials engineering
junior
"No, our rights
were created by
our forefathers
to protect
US citizens
from the
possible tyranny
of a strong
centralized
power.

John Hoppe
general engineering
freshman
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COMMENTARY

FairTax makes sense on every level
BRYAN
COCKFIELD

Columnist

'D

m®

Want

to

share??
Be
heard!
Write a letter
to the editor
and get your
words published
in The Tzger!

Letters should be no longer than
400 words. Feedback from our
Web site may also be considered
for publication. Submissions must
include the author's name, number
(or e-mail address), hometown, class
and major. All submissions will be
checked for authenticity and may
be edited for clarity and grammar.
Space considerations may result
in submissions being held for later
publication. THE TIGER reserves the
right to print or edit all submissions.
Send letters to our U.S. Mail address or
e-mail them to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.

My first real paycheck
— and I lost $350 of
it on a bet. As much
as I begrudged the loss, I did it
again with the next paycheck.
And again. I may seem like a
slow learner, but anyone who
has held a job has made and
lost this same bet. It's called
the income tax.
When the income tax was
passed in 1913, it was meant
to keep the "robber barons"
in check, not fund the government.
And even then it was only
a fraction of a percent of their
income.
Today the federal government abuses the Constitution by
taking a chunk of our paycheck
before it gets in our hands.
Consequently, more and more
Americans and their representatives in office are supporting
the FairTax.
They are done gambling on
whether or not the government
is putting their money to the
best use.
The FairTax (HR25/S1025)
is a nonpartisan legislation that
will replace the federal income
tax with a 23 percent national
sales tax, adequately funding
the government at its current
level. Everyone keeps all of
their paychecks and pays only
the taxes they choose to pay.
The FairTax is truly the most
progressive and the most popu-

lar option for tax reform.
When it passes, it will
replace the tax code — around
61,000 pages of confusing legislation — with an approximately sixty-page tax code. Not
only is it easy to understand,
but it will benefit everyone
regardless of income.
To start, it removes the tax
burden on the poor. In addition
to keeping their entire paycheck, every United States citizen will get a monthly allowance based on family size. For
a typical family of four the
allowance would be around
$512 per month.
This is part of the reason
why the FairTax has its name:
every citizen (and only citizens), regardless of income,
will receive this allowance. It
will not make much difference
to the rich, but it will relieve the
poor of their tax burden. The
allowance is enough money to
provide for a family that lives
at the poverty level.
The current income tax
system places the majority of
the tax burden squarely on the
shoulders of the middle class.
The rich pay tax professionals to find loopholes in the
tax code while the poor pay
less of a percentage of their
income, or none at all if their
income is below a certain level.
The FairTax treats everyone
equally.
Needless to say, the rich
will still be paying a large
amount of tax.
However, unlike the current system which penalizes
the successful with a higher
percentage tax on their income,

under FairTax the amount paid
is proportionally equal to the
very poor and the middle class.
Across the board, this is truly
a fair tax.
Not only will all Americans
benefit from the FairTax, but
businesses of all sizes will find
sanctuary as well. Under the
current system, a business of
any size is required by law
to withhold a certain amount
of money from its employees'
paychecks to pay their income
tax, creating higher costs for
the business. The business then
passes this expense on to the
customer in the form of higher
prices.
The customer doesn't see
this "hidden tax": It's naturally
built in if a company wants to
make money under the current
system.
All levels of production for
any product have this hidden
tax of higher prices to compensate for the extraordinary
amount of taxes that are paid at
all levels of production.
This is where the genius
behind the FairTax stands out.
Under the FairTax, a new
product, even after the sales
tax is added, will actually be
cheaper for the customer. Also,
only new consumer-end products are taxed, so a person
buying a used car, for example,
would not pay taxes on it since
the tax was already paid on the
original purchase.
Most critics of the FairTax
fail to mention that the economic principle of lowering
business costs to lower consumer costs applies across the
board.

The FairTax would pump
up the economy and increase
nation-wide productivity by
keeping money in circulation
instead of withholding it. Also,
people and businesses would
not be bogged down in complicated tax forms, and the United
States will be able to set practical goals to increase its efficiency while maintaining all of
its current operations.
Just imagine all of the foreign companies that would
want to come to the United
States to set up shop where
they are completely tax free!
They'd be breaking down doors
to set up shop under a FairTax
government, especially when
compared to governments in
Europe.
The only downside to the
FairTax could be the American
people.
Many see their tax "refund"
as free money. People don't
mind pumping money into the
economy if they are in the
mindset that it is the government's money.
They must understand that
it was always their money; with
FairTax they just lose less of
it.
The American people can
finally get behind a piece of
legislation that earns its name.
So place your bets with the
FairTax, and choose where
your money goes. The only real
gamble is leaving it to the government to decide.
BRYAN COCKFIELD is a senior in
electrical engineering.
E-mail comments to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.

Hypersensitivity inhibits free speech
STEPHEN PINEROS

Columnist

I

The United States today is a country
in which failing to be politically
correct in the work place or on the
campaign trail can spell disaster.
The gay rights movement has advanced
so far since it began in the "Summer of Love"
that any sort of major public insensitivity to
homosexuals hardly ever fails to incite immediate backlash.
What the gay rights movement has created, whether people want to acknowledge
it or not, is a climate of fear. It is not a fear
to hate, but a fear to express one's opinion
because to do so risks the damage that
peers can do to reputation.
Before I go any further though, I would
like to clarify that I am not some hatemongering, right-wing nut (and whatever
other labels are placed on people who say
anything against gay rights ad nauseum).
I do not hate gay people, and I think it is
ridiculous how people can picket a gay
parade using hateful language and at the
same time claim to be Christians. It was
not until the movie "I Now Pronounce You
Chuck and Larry" (starring Adam Sandier
and Kevin James) came out, along with an
avalanche of criticism, that I felt this climate was worth writing about.
Judging by trailers for "Chuck and
Larry," it looked to be a pretty 'funny
movie.
When I got around to seeing it, I
thought it was hilarious. Most of the people
in the theater laughed along just as much.
However, you would be hard "pressed to

find a critic's review of the movie giving
it more than two out of five stars. I understand that comedies, no matter how funny
(except for maybe "Superbad"), often are
given a bad rating by critics. Of course,
they are usually of the teen-movie type that
has no redeeming value.
I had an inkling there was something
more to the low ratings, though.
A quick look at http://www.fandango.
com, a Web site featuring movie reviews,
local show times and ticket purchasing
options shows that of 2,519 user ratings,
83 percent gave the movie between four
and five stars.
On http://www.msn.com, the average
user rating is three-and-a-half, while the
critic's rating is a two.
"They [the filmmakers] exploit the
situational humor by deploying ridiculous stereotypes and the kind of language
that got Isaiah Washington in trouble and
then throw up a Hail Mary mea culpa by
wrapping things up ever so neatly with a
farfetched evolution toward understanding
and acceptance," concluded Los Angeles
Times' critic Kevin Crust.
USA Today's Claudia Puig pronounces,
"Unless you like your summer movies
laced with a heavy dose of homophobia,
sexism and racism, steer clear..."
Most other critics express similar sentiments.
Is it just me, or do they sound like
they are avoiding any way in which they
could possibly be accused of homophobia?
It just seems like they give the movie a
bad rating and denounce its insensitivity because it is the "right" thing to do.
Speaking of homophobia, that word is just
another example of how far gay rights have
advanced.
"Homophobia" means having a fear
of homosexuals, not hatred. How many
people who are accused of homophobia are

actually scared of homosexuals?
It is a political tool the gay community
has used to erroneously define and belittle
people who speak against it or question
its validity. Over the past few decades
the gay rights movement has transformed
the meaning of words. Not only does
homophobia have a different connotation,
but so does the word "gay."
Last year, Britain's National Health
Service prohibited nurses from using words
like dad, mom, wife or husband because
they are potentially homophobic. What?
Are you kidding me? But that is the direction America is headed.
It used to be that the gay rights movement was oppressed and therefore hardly
existent. Now, in 2007, homosexuality is
seen in mainstream media; and any voice
speaking against it is oppressed. Gay rights
appear to come at the expense of others'
rights.
Over the last 30 years, gay rights have
defined the line between what is acceptable
and offensive, when in reality this is a very
subjective line.
To what extent can the gay community
lay down the rules for the rest of the population?
I am not against gays' right to stand up
for themselves or to lobby for rights, but
I am against them creating a social and
political climate where certain free speech
is condemned. "Chuck and Larry" was
funny, period. It turns out stereotypes and
fictional discrimination is funny to many
people.
People have simply become too tense
and oversensitive and have forgotten that a
movie like "Chuck and Larry" is not going
to set back 30 years of gay rights.
STEPHEN PINEROS is a junior history major.
E-mail comments to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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Painfully painted Why don't'Wii" see
reality in our games?
JULIE CERDES

Columnist

I'm not sure how money is
allocated for school repairs
and maintenance, and I have
no idea how the budget operates
or where it is devised. But I do
know that there are better things
to spend our University money
on than poorly selected paint.
As an English and Spanish
double-major, I spend ample
time in Daniel Hall. This semester, I have classes on three of
the four floors, with the exception being the fourth, home to
communication classes and the
Multimedia Authoring, Teaching
and Research Facility (MATRF).
However, I was never asked or
informed about any color decisions in my precious home until
I gleefully returned to her beautifully overloaded outdoor staircase, donning her same pristine
white exterior and cigarette butts,
and went right on into my first
class on the second floor. As
I entered room 206, taking in
a whiff of the abundant firstday-of-class perfume and musty,
questionable odors emanating
from somewhere in the floors or
ceilings, I caught a smell of bad
dealings. New paint.
I gasped. I might not have
been so overwhelmed by the surprise of new furnishings had they
not been so outrageous. Three
walls worth of my previously
off-white concrete bricks stood
crying purple tears, while the
fourth orange wall looked on
with Pepto-Bismol empathy. Take
that analogy however you like
— either you need the medicine
to calm the nausea associated
with looking at this catastrophe,
or you need it for a shade comparison — but there is a definite
murky association lingering.
So I thought, "Oh well, school
spirit. Way to try and be cute.
You failed, but at least you tried.
Maybe outsiders and freshmen
will view the school as that much
more fanatic." Glass half-full and
all that...
It wasn't until the first day
of Monday classes that I grasped

the full scope of the atrocity that
was occurring in Daniel Hall.
Sure, I'd heard rumors. However,
I didn't witness the third floor of
the building with my own eyes
until 10:10 on that morning in
August. The walls in each classroom alternated between majorities of pink and green paint. This
time, Pepto-Bismol was not just a
shade but likely the name of the
actual color used in this hallway.
So much for school spirit —
unless we are supporting Sweet
Briar (Women's) College.
I feel betrayed.
My only consolation for the
upset stomach and pulsating eyes
that I am met with every time
I enter one of these Easter Day
classrooms is the hope that someone in the U.S. Postal Service
made a very, very severe mistake
and that somewhere a children's
nursery is covered in prestigious,
professional, fresh paint. Or that
it's still the beginning of August,
and I am still living through the
nightmare of a cruel joke to which
I will wake up any second and be
able to breathe a sigh of relief for
myself, for every other language
major or professor, and for the
poor walls of Daniel Hall.
As for the rest of the new
furnishings, yes, they were overdue, and for their replacements
I am grateful; however, I'm not
sure why the University promotes
"teaching with technology" and
then gives us these plastic desks
on which no laptop could possibly
sit comfortably and safely. And
via a loosely gathered departmental poll, I speak for all Daniel
wanderers when I say, "Bring
back the comfy rolling chairs!"
Who wouldn't want comfort in
75-minute literature classes?
I've been wracking my brain
for a positive aspect of these silly
renovations, and I think I've got
it. No matter what color gum a
student chews during class, he
won't have to resort to sticking it
under the desk for the next kid's
knee to discover; he can now easily locate a matching wall to ooze
it on. Wintergreen and DoubleBubblers, third floor. Orange and
Grape Bubbliciousers, second.
is a junior
majoring in English and Spanish.
E-mail comments to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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Columnist
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Try to think back to early
elementary school when
the Nintendo Entertainment
System (NES) was the only gaming
system available. There were two
buttons, A and B. Remember sinking into the green pipes on Super
Mario Brothers, or maybe shooting
down birds in Duck Hunt?
Well, now think of video gaming systems today. They all nearly
come standard withjoy sticks, rumble packs and an abundance of different bells and whistles to enhance
the gaming experience.
You can connect to the Internet
and play users from all over the
world, and in some football games
you can even recruit high school
athletes who are ranked using the
star system to play for your college
team.
In particular, Nintendo's Wii
has turned gaming into physical
exercise (well, to some degree) by
allowing users to actually make
the motion of what their animated
character is doing in the game.
However, if there's one area
where the Wii falls short, particularly in sporting-related games, it is
how realistic it actually is.
Turn to the sports page of any
paper and there is a good chance
you'll find some sort of article on
steroid use or illegal substances. In
the steroid era of baseball and the
illegal substance battles in which
players such as Shawne Merriman
of the San Diego Chargers have
been involved in, I have to ask why
Nintendo has not incorporated this
gaming aspect into the Wii entertainment system to enhance the
reality of the sport games.
Sure, players can train and
lower their competitive age, but
this is not reality — players in real
life can't become younger, so they
resort to steroids, which is the exact
direction I see video games going.

Just think of the possibilities
— in addition to coming with the
Wii-motes and connection cable for
the boxing game, the Wii system
should also include injection needles for users who want to give his
or her Mii (your self-made player)
a little extra boost.
If people are willing to sit down
and recruit players for a college
team on some video games, never
actually even playing the game,
just recruiting, I'm sure they'd be
willing to use some virtual steroids
also.
The Wii-mote could include
a little slot or hold for the fake
needle.
In addition, new games could
offer an option where a competitor
on the game could run so many random drug tests per a certain period
of time to see if your Mii has been
shooting up or not.
So it's very much like the professional leagues in that you use at
your own risk.
If this seems outlandish, I assure
you that it is. Let's face it — no
gaming system is going to advocate
steroid use, especially when there
are eight year-olds playing them.
But with the direction of video
games, it is certainly not completely out of the question.
Everything is becoming more
like reality — Guitar Hero, for
example, is evolving into a full
band game called Rock Band in
which a person can sing as well.
For decades Americans have
been called fat for playing video
games constantly instead of exercising; however, it appears that we
can now kill two birds with one
stone.
Getting a bad case of tennis
elbow while playing video games
indoors is no longer out of the
question.
But don't you worry, because
soon enough there'll be virtual steroids to fix that problem.
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PAWS UP, PAWS DOWN

A man was found at the Atlanta airport with 30
dead snakes in jars inside his luggage. Fans were
dissappointed when they discovered that the
man was not, in fact, Samuel L. Jackson.
Finland — Want to win a guitar worth $3,400?
You'll have to out-riff the international air guitar
champ, Ochi Yosuke, the emperor of air rock.
Furious with her neighbor for stealing her keys,
an Oregon woman decided to bump it up a
notch by setting her neighbor's house on fire.
Later, she found the keys in her pocket. Oops.
Doesn't this happen almost every week? A
California pot dealer called the cops after his pot
stash was stolen. Loss of points for unoriginality.
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Good parenting, here: While a repossession
crew was towing a car in Aurora, 111., a 4-yearold stumbled out of the back seat at a slowmoving intersection. Luckily, the boy was fine.
A California man was arrested for impersonating
a firefighter and showing up at disasters like
Hurricane Katrina and the September 11 attacks.
Keep following your heart, buddy.
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Eating Healthy on Campus
By Jon Unsworth, Dietary Specialist
Clemson Dining Services
Have you ever made the statement, "The dining halls on campus just don't serve healthy or nutritious food"? Don't
fret, because Clemson Dining Services is here to help! Did you know that all the dining halls, retail locations, and
food courts on campus recently transitioned their margarine products and frying oil to contain no trans fat? The
Tiger Grill, located in the East Side Food Court, is a new concept on campus, which offers several options that are
low in fat and packed full of nutrients. At the Canteen, you can build your own salad; how healthy is that! At
Fernow, Canteen, East Side Food Court, and Snacks & Stax, six different types of sushi are available, as well as
Fresh on the Move sandwiches, which feature lean meats and whole grain breads. Loggia Larte, in the old student
union, offers smoothies that are loaded with flavor, antioxidants and are low in calories, which can help you to blast
through your day! Schilletter provides a salad bar that boasts fifteen permanent healthy options, ten types of salad
dressings (of which most are low fat or fat free) and specialty toppings that are both delicious and nutritious. The
vegetarian dishes at Schilletter and Harcombe tend to be low in calories, low in fat, and very high in taste! The
Clemson House now offers specialty sandwiches, of which most are vegetarian or can be made vegetarian, which
reduces or eliminates calories, fat, sodium, and cholesterol. Just remember, as long as you watch your portion size
and frequency of meals, you will find that our menus fall within the required/recommended amount of fat, protein,
carbohydrates and calories for the typical college student (according to the ADA (http://www.mypyramid.gov/)).
Jon Unsworth
Dietary Specialist

So what can you do starting today? Here are some easy tips to guide you in making
healthy eating choices on campus and beyond:
•
•
•
•
\ •
•
•

Watch your portion sizes. Many people overestimate true portion sizes, which leads to
an intake of extra calories.
Eat a salad and/or fruit with your meals. Not only are they extremely nutritious, they will
help satisfy your hunger instead of eating more calorie and fat laden foods.
Know your hunger cues; eat because you are truly hungry, not just because you want to.
Choose lean meats and dairy, fruits, vegetables and whole grains more often than foods
that are high in fat and/or calories and low in nutrients (i.e. sweets, chips, soda, etc).
When eating at an all-you-care-to-eat location, choose one entree and sides at a time.
You don't have to be a part of the "Clean Your Plate Club."
Check the menu online at www.clemson.edu/dining. While you're there, look for the
"Fresh and Healthy" tab; click, explore and gain lots of nutritional knowledge.
And finally, ASK QUESTIONS! Just remember, if the Location Managers can't answer
your nutrition questions, you have a Dietary Specialist who will help you to identify the
healthy options. If you have questions, my e-mail address is: nutrition@clemson.edu.

Visit us online at www.clemson.edu/dining
PAID ADVERTISEMENT
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Harper heats up Warhawks
Clemson quarterback sets school record
by throwing five touchdowns against
Louisiana-Monroe
DANIEL TAYLOR
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Playing amidst the likes of Lighting and
Thunder, Harper that made it rain touchdowns
last Saturday in the Valley. Clemson's quarterback led the way in a 49-26 rout of the Warhawks
from Louisiana-Monroe. Only five days earlier,
Cullen Harper became the first Clemson quarterback to defeat a ranked opponent in his first
start, as the Tigers prevailed over No. 19 Florida
State. It would take Harper less than a week to
add another page to his Clemson history. Facing
Louisiana-Monroe, the 6'4" quarterback tied
the school's record for touchdown passes in a
game—by halftime.
Following adjustments in the locker rooms,
Harper took one play to break the record held
by four other quarterbacks, slinging his fifth
touchdown of the day with a 68-yard play to
C.J. Spiller.
The Clemson offense stalled on its first
two possessions, getting a three and out and a
turnover on downs. However, Clemson quickly
recovered and overpowered the Warhawks. The
Tigers tallied seven touchdowns on their next
eight possessions—all scores coming on drives
of over 50 yards.
Harper ended the day completing 20 of 26
passes for 270 yards and no interceptions. His
remarkable outing was accomplished without
a breakout day by any one receiver; each of
his five touchdowns was nabbed by a different
player. Spiller, Tyler Grisham and Jacoby Ford
each caught their first touchdown pass of the
year, with Aaron Kelly and Brian Linthicum
catching their second. Linthicum became the
first tight end to catch two touchdown passes
under head coach Tommy Bowden.

ACC still
has far
to go
ALAN SMITH

sports editor

ed four saves in the game, but allowed
her first goal of the season.
After the game, head coach Todd
Bramble seemed thankful. "Long Beach
probably outplayed us, but we played
with character and resilience and found
a way to win despite the fact that
we clearly didn't have our best stuff
tonight," said Bramble.
Two days later, the Lady Tigers
handily defeated Western Carolina 20. Star goalkeeper Ashley Phillips led
the way as she has done her entire
career, recording five saves in the game.
Clemson's first goal came when freshman Samantha Fortier scored the first
goal of her career in the twenty-ninth
minute. Yet again, it was Franklin who
gave the key pass for the goal, marking
her third assist in two games. The sophomore midfielder now" has six assists in
the early season.
The second goal came in the thirtythird minute when Meghan Smith kicked
in a cornerkick from Abby Lambert.
Head coach Todd Bramble insists
the Lady Tigers still have more to
offer. "We got the win and it's always
good to get another win. As a team,
we still haven't played our best soccer
yet. We are still in search of that and

According to most preseason
publications, this was supposed to
be a year in which the Atlantic
Coast Conference would improve
substantially in football. But as we
all know, preseason predictions tend
to be about as accurate as Reggie
Ball's completion percentage.
I have to admit that I thought
the ACC was in for a rebound year,
but just two weeks into the season,
the conference appears to be no better than it was last year. Granted,
there's still a lot of football left to
be played, but once again, the ACC
desperately needs a team or two to
step up and become a national contender (get a clue, Tommy) in order
to earn the league respect.
This past weekend turned out to
be a complete disaster for the conference. There were two match-ups
in particular, Miami-Oklahoma and
Virginia Tech-LSU, that every college football fan, including myself,
had really been looking forward to.
However, if you were to look at only
the final scores, you would think
that Oklahoma and LSU had just
beaten two Sun Belt opponents.
I knew Oklahoma was a great
team and that Miami would have a
tough time beating them in Norman,
but I felt like the Canes were a
team on the rise with their stifling
defense and sudden emergence of
a running game (quarterback play
is another story, though). Surely,
Miami would at least keep it close
with their defense.
Since the Canes and Sooners
were playing while I was in Death
Valley with 81,000 of my closest
friends, I had my brother, a junior
at Miami, keep me updated via text
messaging. Not long into our game,
I got a text letting me know that OU
was up 14-3 at the end of the first
quarter.
"Ouch," I thought to myself.
The last thing Miami needed to
do on the road against a team like
Oklahoma was to dig themselves
into a hole. A little while later I
found out it was 21-3. Then, I managed to get a good laugh in when
my brother's next message read,
"S***, they put Kyle Wright in."
He was referring to Miami's former
blue-chip quarterback recruit who
had been demoted to backup after
two sub-par seasons.

see KICKIN' IT, page C5

see LETDOWN, page C6

BRIAN SCHNEIDER/ start

MAKING A POCKET: Christian Capote protects quarterback Cullen Harper during
an offensive showcase against their opponents from the Sun Belt conference.

The potential to have a threatening passing
game should be a relief to Clemson, who was
completely dependant on the running game last
season with Will Proctor under center.
One revealing drive against LouisianaMonroe shows how this could be a different
Tiger offense under Harper. Already ahead 2110 towards the end of the second quarter, Harper
commanded a nine-play drive that went 55 yards
for a touchdown. Normally Clemson likes to
pound their drives out on the ground, but this
particular drive featured eight pass attempts

by Harper. In those attempts, Harper had seven
different intended receivers—making the War
Hawks unable to key on any one man.
In the coaches' minds, Harper's second
straight record-setting start has cemented his
place as the starter. The junior quarterback, who
now has seven touchdowns with no interceptions on the year, was able to come out of the
game before the fourth quarter. Despite his outstanding play, his early exit received a less than

see FOOTBALL, page C7

Lady Tigers roll on to fourth win
Clemson defeated two teams last
weekend including No. 23 Long
Beach State
DANIEL TAYLOR
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

This past week was a successful
one for the No. 20 Lady Tiger soccer
team, winning two games to improve
their record to 4-0 on the season. The
Lady Tigers have rolled over opponents
in this early season, outscoring teams
13-1.
The first game last Friday was a
top 25 matchup that featured No. 23
Long Beach State. Clemson prevailed
2-1 in the game, even though they only
took three shots on goal. In comparison,
Long Beach State attempted 11 shots in
the game.
The first Clemson score in the game
came when sophomore Molly Franklin
fed the ball to senior Courtney Foster in
the eighth minute.
Thirteen minutes later, Franklin set
up the Lady Tigers' second goal. This
time she set up another senior Nuria
IAN SCHNEIDER/staff Zufia, who blasted in a shot from 10
yards out.
ROLLING ALONG: No. 20 Clemson has lived up to its
Goalkeeper Ashley Phillips recordranking thus far, adding two more wins this week.

TIGER SCHEDULE
FOOTBALL
Saturday 9/15
Furman
1 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

MEN'S SOCCER
Tuesday 9/18
Stetson
7p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

VOLLEYBALL
Friday 9/14
Kent State
12 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.

WOMEN'S SOCCER
Friday 9/14
Furman
5 p.m.
Charlotte, N.C.

TRACK
Saturday 9/15
Catamount Classic
10 a.m. (Men's)
Cullowhee, N.C.

Sunday 9/16
Charlotte

Saturday 9/15
Friday 9/14
Commodore Classic
Appalachian State
1) arm* (Women s)» > - > /'p.m.
Nashville, TN
Clemson, S.C.

Charlotte, N.C.

Saturday 9/15
Georgia State
11 a.m.
Clemson, S.C.

MEN'S GOLF
Friday-Sunday
9/14-16
Carpet Capital Classic
All Day
Dalton, GA
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During Tuesday's press conference, Clemson football head
coach Tommy Bowden said "the
parity is here (in college football),
whether you like it or not." That
statement has never ringed so true
as it is during the 2007 college
football season.
Appalachian State's upset of
No. 5 Michigan in the Big House
was followed up during week two
with South Florida's 26-23 win
over No. 17 Auburn, at Auburn.
The Tigers themselves stumbled out of the gate against
Louisiana-Monroe before
going on to win 49-26.
Tomorrow, No. 20
Clemson (2-0, 1-0),
will look to prove
that parity does not
apply to them when
the
Furman
Paladins (11) make
the short
trip to
Death
Valley.

Furman is ranked no. 15 in the
FCS and is coming off of a 32-17
road loss to Hofstra.
The Paladins play in the
Southern Conference along with
Appalachian State and will play
host to the Mountaineers on Oct.
27. Furman has fallen just short of
pulling off their own upset in the
past few years, falling to North
Carolina last year 45-42 and dropping a 41-38 overtime contest to
Pittsburgh in 2004.
The Paladins' rushing attack is
led by Jerome Felton (42 yards per
game) and Cedrick Gipson (38
ypg). Leading Furman's
passing attack is quarterback Renaldo Gray.
He is tied for seventh
nationally in passing
efficiency at 174.89
and is averaging
over 215 yards
of
total
offense
per
game.
The
top
receivers
at Gray's
disposal are
split-ends
Patrick
S p rag ue
W and
RJ

IT

Webb.

Sprague
is
a senior that is
averaging seven
W catches a game,
a figure good
enough for fourteenth in the FCS.
Webb, a graduate of nearby

n
VWEEK
GAMES

Pickens High School, is second
on the team with over five catches
per game.
Defensively, the Paladins are
led by free safety Thomas Twitty.
Twitty is averaging 9.5 tackles
per game and finished the Hofstra
contest with 14 tackles, eight
solo.
Also tackling well for Furman
is linebacker Andrew Jones with
seven tackles per game.
The men in orange are led
offensively by a host of players,
highlighted by junior quarterback
Cullen Harper. Last week, Harper
set a school record by passing for
five touchdowns in the Tigers' victory over the Warhawks. Harper
currently ranks eighth in the country with a passer rating of 186.44.
Look for Harper to have a big
game, as the Paladins are giving
up 296.5 yards passing per game.
On the receiving end of
Harper's passes has been the trio
of Aaron Kelly, Tyler Grisham
and CJ Spiller. Kelly leads the
way, averaging four catches and
57.5 yards receiving per game. A
pleasant surprise to the Clemson
passing game has been true freshman Brian Linthicum who has two
touchdown catches in as many
games this year.
The Tiger rushing attack has
been led thus far by junior running back James Davis. Davis is
averaging 85 yards per game and
is second on the team in scoring
with six points per game.
Spiller's talents have effectively been utilized by the
Clemson coaching staff as he currently leads the team in all-purpose yards with 148 yards per
game. Spiller is averaging three

catches per game for 45 yards and
43 rushing yards per game. He has
also been actively involved in the
Tigers' return game.
Bowden and company seem
to have found a proven kicker in
two-sport star Mark Buchholz.
A scholarship soccer player on
Trevor Adair's nationally ranked
soccer team, Buchholz won the
starting place kicker role on the
football team and never looked
back. He is perfect on the year on
field goals and extra points and
leads the team in scoring with 6.5
points per game.
Despite a less than stellar performance last weekend, Clemson's
defense is the fastest and most talented that Death Valley has seen
in years. Led by a huge, quick
athletic line, the Tigers swarmed
to the ball against Florida State
and should do the same against a
talented Furman offense.
New Orleans native Nick
Watkins leads the team in tackles
with 10.5 and is tied for the team
lead in sacks with one half sacks
per game. Defensive end Phillip
Merling is tied for tenth in the
nation in tackles for loss with two
per game. Opposite of Merling is
Ricky Sapp, who has made his
presence known and eased the
loss of Gaines Adams.
The Tigers and Paladins have
met on the gridiron 55 times, dating back to 1896, Clemson's first
year of football. The Tigers lead
the series 40-10-4 overall and
22-2 in games played at home.
Clemson has never lost to Furman
in games played in Death Valley
(17-0). Kickoff for the game is
scheduled for 1 p.m., and it is
family weekend at Clemson.
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PLAYERS OF
THE WEEK:
OFFENSE

arper,
Harper set a school record
against ULM with five touchdown passes in just his second
career start. The junior completed
20 of 26 passes for 270 yards and
no interceptions.

DEFENSE

ALAN SMITH

Record

Ohio State

l.USC
2. LSU
3. Oklahoma
4. West Virginia
5. Florida
6. Texas
7. Wisconsin
8. California
9. Louisville
10. Ohio State
11. UCLA
12. Penn State
13. Rutgers
14. Nebraska
15. Georgia Tech
16. Arkansas
17. South Carolina
18. Virginia Tech
19. Oregon
20. Clemson
21. Boston College
22. Tennessee
23. Georgia
24. Hawaii
25. Texas A&M
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In just his fourth career start,
Vincent recorded a career-high
eight tackles, including two for
^ losses. The junior is emerging as
a force .in the middle after pokingup just 20-taokles-all of last year.
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Men's Soccer splits two games at VT tourney
;
Tigers drop second double
overtime game of season before
rebounding against VCU.
SARAH PORRI
STAFF WRITER

The Clemson men's soccer team traveled to Blacksburg,
Va., last weekend to participate in
the Virginia Tech Men's Soccer
Invitational. Clemson faced host
Virginia Tech on Friday night and
Virginia Commonwealth on Sunday
afternoon.
On Friday, the Tigers lost
to the Hokies in a double overtime
match with a final score of 2-1.
Clemson's David Bell scored the
first goal of the evening from eight
yards. He was unassisted, and the
goal was made in the 34 minute
marker.
The Tigers fought hard to
control their lead with goalie Joseph
Bendik racking up 12 saves for the
night. Virginia Tech tied the game
at one goal apiece with Alexander
Baden scoring with an assist from
James Gilson. The score remained
at one through regulation and one
overtime period. Clemson had just
seven shots at the net to the Hokies
23 shots.
The game ended when

Virginia
Nason scored
Virginia Tech's
Tech's Ben
Ben Nason
his second of the season from 10
yards out with just over two minutes left in the second overtime
period. The Tigers dropped to 12 for the season and the Hokies
moved up to 2-1.
Sunday afternoon came
and the Tigers looked to close out
the tournament with a win. Goalie
Joe Bendik had another solid performance with six saves on the day
giving him a total of 18 for the tournament. In the first half Virginia
Commonwealth had six shots at the
goal, but came up short without a
point on the board going into the
second half.
The Tigers played well,
keeping the Commonwealth players
in line throughout the game and not
allowing a single player to score a
goal. With just over fifteen miifBtes
left to play in the game, senior Tate
Parrish took a shot at the goal from
25 yards out near the post.
It went in and gave the
Tigers the 1-0 win over Virginia
Commonwealth. Clemson now
moves up to 2-2 on the season and
Virginia Commonwealth falls to
2-1.
The Tigers will stay at home
for the next six games as they
start with playing USC Upstate on
Wednesday at 7 p.m. at Historic
Riggs Field.
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DUELING IT OUT: Clemson junior Michael Brooks attempts to defend a head shot off of his
opponent. The Tigers were in constant battle last weekend with two nail-biting finishes.

KICKIIV IT:
Lady Tigers
win two in
three days

LITTLEIOHN COLISEUM

*M.%t*2k& Safe?

from page Cl
hopefully it will come sooner rather
than later," said Bramble.
The Lady Tigers next play
Furman at 5 p.m. this evening in
Charlotte for the Carolina's Cup.
Sunday, they will remain in North
Carolina as they take on UNC-C.
Clemson's next home game is
scheduled a week from today versus
their archrival, South Carolina.
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2007 season off to wild start Fantasy Football
LSU makes biggest statement,
South Florida pulls biggest
surprise in Week Two
TYRONE CAYLE
STAFF WRITER

What a weekend it was in college
football, but wait...can't we say that
every weekend? Michigan continued
to prove they were one of the most
overrated teams to start the season
since the [insert year here] Notre Dame
Fighting Irish, when they entered the
week one poll at No. 5.
The top 25 remained a lot like
week one, minus a powerhouse here,
Auburn, and a Cinderella team there,
Boise State, falling out of the polls.
Going into the weekend, one of the
biggest questions that remained was,
"Who is really the best team in the
nation?'
LSU had the sharpest audition of
them all as they completely humiliated
a Virginia Tech team, 48-7, and some
felt they could play in the national
championship game.
This heavyweight battle of top 10
teams turned into more of a Varsity
vs. J.V. scrimmage by the end of the
first half.
Conference play will really begin
to heat up this weekend with several
intriguing non-conference games (see:
Southern Cal at Nebraska) as well.
Aggies prevail over Fresno in
marathon
The Texas A&M Aggies are officially 1-0 in 3 OT period games after
their 47-45 shootout victory over
Fresno State. The temperature was 90
degrees at kickoff, and the humidity
made it look unbearable for most of the
players. By the third overtime - more
than four hours later - players on both
sides were on their knees, exhausted

and fighting off cramps. Aggie RB
Javorskie Lane rushed for a three-yard
touchdown and the two-point conversion in the third overtime period to give
the Aggies the lead.
Hawaii narrowly avoids major
upset
Hawaii and Louisiana Tech combined to light up the scoreboard like
Central Park on Christmas Eve, with
Hawaii squeaking out a 45^14 win
in an overtime thriller. The Warriors
denied La Tech's two-point conversion at the end of the period. The
teams combined for 1,003 total yards
of offense.
Spurrier flips the script, uses
defense to upset UGA
While at Florida, Spurrier averaged 36.3 points per game against
Georgia but used a quick and blindsiding defense to steal one from the
Bulldogs on their home field. A last
minute heave by Georgia QB Matthew
Stafford was bobbled and intercepted, sealing the surprise win for the
Gamecocks. This is the same Steve
Spurrier who always used the "the best
defense is a good offense" mentality
during his UF hey-days.
Auburn gets BuO-ied at home,
loses to USF
In what's becoming more of a
tradition rather than a fluke, South
Florida upset yet another ranked team
for the third season in a row. Maybe
now the Bulls will start getting their
deserved credibility from the AP voters. On the other hand, some might say
Auburn lost the game more than USF
won it with three lost fumbles and two
interceptions. Jesse Hester Jr. caught
a 14-yard touchdown pass from Matt
Grothe in the overtime period to win
the game for the Bulls.
Notre Dame and Michigan a
combined 0-4; first time ever
A week after getting embarrassed
by a good, but not great Appalachian

State team, Michigan suffered their
worst loss since the Lyndon B. Johnson
presidential era by losing to Oregon
39-7, at home.
Notre Dame is having an equal
amount of success, or lack thereof, as
they lost to Penn State 31-10. It was
a payback game for the Nittany Lions
after the Irish spanked them 41-17 last
year.
Ironically, both "powerhouse" programs will play each other this weekend in a battle of futility. Michigan RB
Mike Hart has already guaranteed a
victory, and let's face it, things can only
go up from here.
Two lopsided losses by powerhouse teams equal two new starting
quarterbacks: Virginia Tech and
Miami to go with new quarterbacks
this weekend
Kyle Wright will return to the helm
as the Hurricane starting quarterback
after being passed by Kirby Freeman.
Apparently that's what happens when
you rank 118th out of 119 in total team
passing offense. "It won't be one week
Kyle and one week Kirby. It's going
to be the Kyle Wright Show for right
now," Miami Coach Randy Shannon
said.
Virginia Tech will put true freshman QB Tyrod Taylor in charge of the
offense beginning this weekend.
Some say Taylor may be the
reincarnation of former Hokie great
Michael Vick, minus the whole dog
fighting and criminal record thing.
Sean Glennon, the other Hokie QB,
was benched last week in the LSU
game after his dismal passing performance where he went 2-10 for 16
yards with one interception.
Stud of the Week: Casey
Fitzgerald, WR, North Texas
All Fitzgerald did was rack up the
fourth highest receiving total in 1-A
history, hauling in 18 catches for an
astronomical 327 yards with 1 TD.

LETDOWN: ACC needs a leader
I was surprised when I got a
text later on letting me know that
Miami was down just 21-13. But
then, for some reason, I never heard
from my brother after that. I found
out why when I got home later that
day. Oklahoma had won 51-13, outgaining Miami 411 to 139 in total
yards.
So much for Miami's dominating defense. Sure they played a
great football team on the road, but
51 points is inexcusable. I guess
Thug U still has a long way to go
before they regain their elite status.
If you thought Miami's performance was ugly, though, then you
obviously didn't watch the Virginia
Tech-LSU game. At least Miami
waited until the fourth quarter to
get blown out. But halfway through
the first quarter it was obvious that
Virginia Tech, the No. 9 ranked
team and nearly unanimous ACC
title favorite, was no match for the
Tigers of LSU.
I didn't expect the Hokies to go
into Baton Rouge and win against
that ridiculously talented LSU team,
but I thought their defense was good
enough to at least make a game out
of it. After seeing how much quicker
LSU's offense was on their first two
drives, though, I looked at my roommate and said, "This game is over."
I could just tell that it was going
to turn out ugly for the Hokies,
and boy did it ever. When all was
said and done, Virginia Tech found
itself on the losing end of a 48-7
score. The vaunted Hokie defense
had allowed a whopping 598 total
yards to LSU.
Miami and Virginia Tech aren't
the only two reasons the ACC had a
bad weekend, though. Florida State
had to overcome a 14 point halftime
deficit to beat the mighty Blazers
of UAB. I will give Wake Forest
credit for playing Nebraska much
closer than many expected in their
20-17 loss. However, the Deacons

had several opportunities to win that
game, but couldn't get it done.
The biggest downside of last
weekend is not just that traditional
powers Miami and Florida State
(and even Virginia Tech to a lesser
extent) appear to be uncharacteristically mediocre once again, but also
that the media and fans will use the
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"..51 points
is inexcusable.
I guess Thug
U still has a
long way to
go before they
regain their
elite status.
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-Alan Smith, Sports Editor

weekend's results to judge ACC
teams for the rest of the season.
I firmly believe that a team
should not be judged based on what
conference they play in, because
your conference affiliation does
not make you any better or any
worse. Just look at Boise State last
year. Many argued that they did
not deserve to play in a BCS Bowl
even though they were undefeated,
just because their conference was
weak. However, Boise State proved
their worthiness when they beat
Oklahoma in the Fiesta Bowl.
So why, you may ask, do I feel
the need to seemingly "bash" the
ACC - the conference our beloved
Clemson Tigers belong to? •
Well. I'm not so much "bash-
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ing" the conference as a whole, but
instead pointing out that the top
of the conference is severely lacking as far as elite teams go. There
are plenty of above-average ACC
teams, though, such as Clemson,
Georgia Tech and Boston College.
The best way for the ACC to gain
some national respect would be for
one of these teams to break through
and not only win the conference this
year, but establish themselves as an
elite program for years to come.
Obviously, this would be the
perfect time for our Tigers to break
through to the top with the usual
contenders struggling.
Not only would an ACC
Championship do wonders for a
program that has been on the verge
of great things for a painfully long
time, but it would also be good for
the conference since Clemson has
the ability to sustain a high level of
success for a long time (unlike, say,
Wake Forest).
Imagine how good the conference would be if Florida State,
Miami and Virginia Tech all regained
their elite status to join Clemson. I
know, I know. I'm getting way too
far ahead of myself here. I'll have
to see it to believe it before I can put
"Clemson" and "consistent" in the
same sentence.
Even Florida State and Miami
have to prove they can recover
one of these days, especially now
that South Florida has passed both
schools to become the Sunshine
State's second best team (as least
for now).
As disappointing as the ACC
has been since expanding in 2004,
Clemson, Miami, Florida State,
Virginia Tech and even Georgia
Tech and Boston College are all
capable of turning the ACC into
one of the nation's best conferences,
even if it takes a few years. I mean
South Carolina just beat Georgia, so anything is possible, right?

Weekly: Garrard
a must-have
Romo stars in Week One;
Jones, Rivers among those who
should sit in Week Two
RYAN LAUNIUS
STAFF WRITER

It's only one week into the
season, but the actual NFL standings can be put on hold because
all that matters right now is
your own personal ranking in
your fantasy football league.
Hopefully if you are reading
this now you are 1-0 and leading
your league in points. However,
if you are not then I have advice
to help you make the first steps
towards the top of your league
this very week.
Running Backs:
This week's ball carrier who
belongs on your bench rather than your active squad is
Thomas Jones. Even though
Jones had 15 touches this past
Sunday, all he gained was a measly 48 yards and no touchdowns
against a decent Patriot defense
after straining his calf in practice on Aug. 12. The leg injury
is obviously affecting Jones'
performance, and he will be no
more impressive against an even
stouter Baltimore defense this
coming Sunday.
If you are looking for
a back who will score you a
lot of touchdowns while gaining decent yards, look no further than Musa Smith of the
Baltimore Ravens. While Willis
McGahee was busy doing the
legwork for the Ravens, Smith
was getting most of the red-zone
touches as he pounded the ball
for 30 yards and a touchdown
on just five carries. Smith will
never run for 100 yards in a
game as long as McGahee is
in the same backfield, but he is
very likely to steal touchdowns
off of Willis a la "Jerome Bettis
2005-2006" style.
Quarterbacks:
Anyone who paid any attention to their fantasy league
this past weekend knows who
the top quarterback performer
was: Tony Romo of the Dallas
Cowboys. Romo threw for 345
yards and four touchdowns
while only throwing one interception against the New York
Giants. While Romo will be
a reliable fantasy quarterback
this year, don't expect the same
output from him on a weekly
basis as he is playing a fierce
Miami Dolphin defense this
week, which will probably cut
his numbers in half.
If you need a quarterback
after week one but don't want to
give up one of your current players to get one (I'm talking about
you, Eli Manning Owners), a
solid filler for the spot is David
Garrard of the Jacksonville
Jaguars. Garrard surprisingly
took the starting job over Byron
Leftwich in the closing days of
the preseason and started out the
season throwing for 204 yards
and a touchdown.
The quarterback to sit this
week is Philip Rivers, who threw
for 190 yards and an interception with no touchdowns against
the Bears last week. This week.
Rivers and Ins Chargers are
squaring off against the Patriots

at Gillette Stadium, a traditionally tough place for quarterbacks
to succeed (just ask Peyton
Manning). Besides, it seems like
LaDainian Tomlinson is the only
one throwing touchdowns for
the Chargers.
Wide Receivers:
Normally, Anquan Boldin and
Larry Fitzgerald are a dynamic
duo, but this week they only had
a combined seven receptions
for 44 yards and a touchdown
against the lowly 49ers. While
the lone touchdown by Boldin
was promising, the opponent
they were playing against was
not. On Sunday, the Cardinals
will be up against the top fantasy
defense last week in the Seattle
Seahawks. Seattle had five sacks
last week and only allowed six
points against Tampa Bay. If you
have decent wideouts on your
bench, it would be a smart move
to bench Boldin or Fitzgerald
this week.
Plaxico Burress had a great
week for the New York Giants,
receiving for 144 yards and
three touchdowns. However, Eli
Manning's favorite target will
not have Eli Manning for up to
a six week period, which could
lead to a significant drop in
Burress's numbers with his new
quarterback, Jared Lorenzen. If
you are wondering who Jared
Lorenzen is, don't feel alone;
so is the rest of fantasy football
nation. My advice is to trade
high while Plaxico's stock is up
and fill a hole on your team with
an upper mid-level player if
you have another reliable wide
receiver already.
Tight Ends:
Tony Gonzalez had a rough
week with only five receptions
for 28 yards and zero touchdowns against Houston, and
things aren't likely to get any
better as he matches up with a
fierce Chicago Bears defense
this week. If you have another
option at tight end, it would
probably be for the best if you
take it this week.
One tight end to look at
if a hole needs to be filled
is Heath Miller. Pittsburgh's
new head coach Mike Tomlin
forms gameplans that take away
from Pittsburgh's infamous running offense and utilize the arm
strength of Ben Roethlisberger
more so he can air out the ball
to his receivers. Heath Miller
is a developing first round pick
who will consistently put out 40
plus yard games with at least a
touchdown every other week,
as he is quickly becoming one
of Big Ben's favorite and most
reliable targets.
Defense:
One team that could be considered a solid pick on defense
would be the Seattle Seahawks.
Last weekend, the Seahawks
allowed just two field goals
against Tampa Bay, and this
week they play an Arizona team
who doesn't exactly have the
NFL's most explosive offense.
As far as potential letdowns
go for this week, the Miami
Dolphins are a possibility. While
their defense is normally solid,
they allowed 400 yards to the
Redskins last weekend and now
must face a Dallas team that put
up 478 yards and 45 points in
then season-opener.
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Volleyball winning streak ends
Tigers defeat Florida A&M
before falling to Furman and
Purdue in Big Orange Bash
TERA ROBERTS
STAFF WRITER

The Clemson volleyball team,
hosting this year's Big Orange Bash,
came into the tournament 3-0 and
finished the tournament 4-2 with a
win against Florida A&M and two
losses to Furman and Purdue over the
weekend.
Friday night, the Tigers played
Florida A&M and defeated the Rattlers
by a score of 3-0. Junior Jeannette
Abbott led the Tigers with 17 kills,
followed by Danielle Hepburn with
14. Abbott extended her double figure
kill streak to 47 matches in the win and
also had 3 service aces.
Leslie Mansfield and Didem Ege
both had 18 digs, while setter Kelsey
Murphy had 35 assists. Meghan Steiner
had a hitting percentage of .538 to
improve the Tigers' percentage to .325.
For the Rattlers, Jovana Blazeski had
20 kills to lead all hitters, while Susan
Egoavil added 20 digs.
The Tigers looked strong, taking
the games 30-17, 30-22 and 30-20 to
hand the Rattlers their first loss of the
season.
The tournament began Friday at
5:00 p.m. with a match between Purdue
and Furman. Purdue took the win with
a 3-0 sweep (30-28, 30-19, 30-9) of
the Paladins. Danita Merlau had 13
kills, and Anne Mastandrea had 17
digs in the win for the Boilermakers,
which marked the first time in program
history Purdue held an opponent to
single-digit points in a 30-point game.
Alison West, the only Paladin with
double figure kills, had 11 kills, and
Palela Gehrke had 15 digs to lead the
Paladins.
The Paladins would rebound from
their loss to give the Tigers their first
defeat of the season by a score of 3-2
in Saturday morning's action. It was a
match of firsts for Furman. The win
gave the Paladins their first match
against Clemson after losing the previous 34, and their coach, Michelle
Young, got her first victory over her
former collegiate coach, Clemson's
Jolene Jordan Hoover.
Furman took the first game with
the help of West who had 22 kills,
leading all hitters, and 16 digs, while
Stephanie Smith added 33 digs in the
match. The game was heated as the
Tigers saw 11 ties and five lead changes before losing 33-31.
The Tigers, led by Hepburn with
19 kills and Ege with 32 digs, came
back to win the second game 30-20,
and Furman won the third game 30-22.
Game four had 15 ties and four lead
changes as Clemson won to force a
game five.
Clemson held an early lead of 6-2
in the final game, but Furman took the
lead with five straight points and never
relinquished it, taking the game 15-12.
Following the match between the
Tigers and the Paladins, Purdue defeated Florida A&M 3-0 (30-28, 30-23,
30-17), giving the Boilermakers a 2-0
tournament play record and looking to
end 3-0 with a win against the Tigers
Saturday night.
Fresh off the loss to Furman that
morning, Clemson refused to end the
tournament with a two in the loss column in what would prove to be one of
Clemson's biggest challenges of this
season.
In game one against Purdue, the
Boilermakers had impressive play from
Stephanie Lynch who had a match-high
26 kills with a .407 hitting percentage.
Purdue went on to win the game 30-21.
Also leading the Boilermakers, Merlau
had a 20-20 night with 23 kills and 24
digs. The Tigers bounced back to win
both game two and three 30-26 and
30-28, respectively, winning game two
on a Steiner kill and game three after

opening up with six straight points.
Failing to end the match with a
game four victory, the Tigers lost a
tight game four 30-28 to force the
Tigers into their second deciding fifth
game of the day.
Purdue opened game five with
three straight points while Clemson
fired back with three to knot it up.
There were seven ties in the heated
game which the Boilermakers took 1512 to hand Clemson their second loss
of the tournament
"It's rough losing two games backto-back, but they were two hard teams,"
said sophomore Lia Proctor after the
loss. Proctor had 20 kills to lead the
Tigers followed by Hepburn with 19
kills in the loss to the Boilermakers.
Ege had 28 digs, followed by Murphy
with 21 and Mansfield with 15 for the
Tigers.

"I think we worked really hard.
There were a couple of mistakes we
had," said Hepburn about the loss to
Purdue. "That one loss against Furman
really got to us. Hopefully we can
bounce back."
In the final day of tournament play,
Furman defeated Florida A&M 3-2
(30-18, 26-30, 30-24, 28-30, 15-12),
improving the Paladins' record to 6-2
while the Rattlers fell to 0-3. Nicole
Palazzo had 24 kills, and West added
14 kills and 18 digs for the Paladins.
Blazeski had 23 kills for the Rattlers.
The Tigers will try to get back
on track next Friday at home in the
Clemson Classic as they take on Kent
State at 12:00 p.m., followed by a
match against Appalachian State at
7:00 p.m. On Saturday, they take on
Georgia State at 11:00 a.m. to finish
the tournament
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FOOTBALL: Tigers cruise
past UL Monroe frommea
gracious reaction from the crowd
at Death Valley.
Harper's departure for the
bench was met with a standing
ovation from the fans in orangebut not because of his five touchdown passes. The crowd stood
for the true freshman coming in to
replace him, Willy Kom.
The stands cheered as Korn
completed his first pass in a Tiger
uniform, going 11 yards to Nelson
Faerber. The most heralded quarterback recruit in Clemson history then proceeded to lead the
Tigers down the field 75 yards
and capped off the drive with a
one-yard touchdown run. His first
drive wearing the No. 3 orange
jersey never saw a third down and

put the Tigers up 42-13.
To many fans, Harper is clearly
and deservedly the starting quarterback. But from the crowd reaction
at Death Valley, there are fans who
wouldn't mind seeing the highly
touted freshman play. However
unfair it may seem, Harper will
have those fans on his back all
season long.
Willy Korn's first name seems
a better fit for the job, as the
last four starting quarterbacks
at Clemson have been Woody
(Dantlzer), Willie (Simmons),
Whitehurst and Will (Proctor).
But as long as Harper keeps up his
strong play, all Clemson fans will
ignore the fact his name does not
contain a "W".
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Clemson Blvd., inside Kmart | (864) 226-1654

Greer
• 1301 W. Wade Hampton Blvd. | (864) 877-2055

184*1 J*A. Cochran Bypass | (803) 581-7439

Simpsonville
655 Fairview Rd. | (8641962-5344

Seneca
• 277 Applewood Shop Ctr. | (864) 882-7511

• HB5-B S. Pendleton St | (864) 306-0079
Calhoun Memorial Hwy., inside Kmart
(8641 855-1986

Spartanburg
• 120 Gorman Centre | (864) 574-7232

S*l537Floyd Baker Blvd. | (864) 487-8938

Equipment 8i promotional offers at these
locations may vary.

• '"eiWoods Xing Rd. | (864) 234-6000
• 2400A N. Pleasantburg Dr. | (864) 242-3053
For Business & Government Accounts call

Shop at a participating retailer

Central
C&S Electronics | (8641639-3009
Easley
Got Signal | (864) 859-1055
Lovell Systems | (864) 878-5667
Greenville
All About Cellular | (864) 627-3600
Sams Club | (8641297-6309

Switch and start saving
with My Circle today!
Spartanburg
All About Cellular | (864) 595-4005
Sam's Club | (864) 595-0152
Wireless One | (864) 595-6287
Wireless Warehaus | (864) 598-9677
Travelers Rest
Got Signal | (864) 834-2800
Walhalla
First Quality Comm.| (864) 718-4014

Landrum
Cer Phone Store | (8641457-5163

WAL*MART

Lyman
Union Wireless | (8641949-3165

Proud Sponsor of:

Pendleton
Wireless Expressions | (864) 260-9000

Bailing Springs
Wireless One | (864) 578-8084
1-866-WLS-BIZZ or visit alltell)UsinBSS.coni

S59.99/mo 8. higher. Customei
,lan. Limit of 4 secondary lim
«7e fourth month following activation, each additional line reverts to. the app«c™»™™ v
dj
ti» ed „ me d?scretion of Alltel. Federal, state & local taxes apply. In addition. Alltel charges a monthly connectivity, regulatory &
required for each line in conjunction with phone promotion. Offer valid as of ^W^^^^^^Y & , 911 ,,„ of op ,„ $1.94 (where 911 service is available). These additional fees may not be taxes or government-required
adm Stive surcharge up mUTftfederol & <SSS^^!SS^SSSSSSmSSS^ rate plans S59.99/mo & higher. My Circle applies to ten numbers per account which must be shared among al ines on the primary
hanies & are subject to change. My Circle: Available <° n™ ™d *x's'w9n 'JEEZ 0 voicB mail number. Directory Assistance or 900 numbers as any of the ten available numbers. Calls must begin & end in your plan s
account Not available on prepaid Plans. Customer may ^^^^^Ss^iSSi^SSl of Alltel. Phone Promotions: Phones at sale prices & applicable rebates available to new customers & eligible
caningarea Designated numbers must be wrthin the U-SJWam may b^™^J*v*ac
activation of a qualifying
rate plan. Contact Alltel to determine if you are eligible Limit 1 rebate per qualifying purchase. Phone t Consumer 1
ex stinq customers through participating locations for a hmrted «me,i^ile supplies last witn ™
£ rebvateu forI/)or details_ Bluetooth Wireless Technology: The Bluetooth features of this handset may not be
Information
fannot be Sned once mail-in rebate certificate has been:ubmraed. Custome pV« wnc»me «xes^
^ Mmonai |llfonratio„. ms ofrer may be |imited due t0 ^ supplies coverage or
compatible wnt1 all devices that are Bluetooth enabled; »f^^^^SS^SnmSS, per line. Service is according to the Terms I Conditions for Communications Services & other information available
n°Spat'ngfocations. S25 non-refundable "***"*«»<3£^J^1Z££ii» names, trademarks 8, logos of their respective owners. Screen images are simulated. O2007 Alltel. All nghts reserved.
at any Alltel store or alltel.com. All prooucr a seivue mm
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Country stars kick back in Clemson
As a marathon runner with roots in Massachusetts, Jo Dee Messina
doesn't seem like the most likely person to become a country singer. However,
Messina has conquered the music industry with several platinum albums, nine
No. 1 hits and the Academy of Country Music's 'Top
New Female Vocalist" award. And she is bringing
ASHLEY
her acclaimed music to Littlejohn Coliseum on
CRISP
Sept. 14, along with up-and-coming artist Lee
Brice.
STAFF WRITER
"I am absolutely excited to come to
Clemson. I have a huge fan base in this
age bracket, so it's really a lot of fun," said Messina.
Messina decided to give music a first try in her teens,
creating a band with her brother and sister and performing
all across the northeast.
Her drive to continue came from her mother, a single
parent, who helped Jo Dee develop a hard work ethic. At
19 she took her act on the road to Nashville. There she
found a steady position as a regular "Live at Libby's"
radio show.
During her time in Nashville, Messina was discovered by producer Byron Gallimore. While
working with Gallimore, she was introduced
to another up-and-comer, Tim McGraw.
After a short run with one label, Jo Dee
signed with Curb Records, but Gallimore
and McGraw still played a large part in
production of her first albums.
Jo Dee Messina started to gain
national attention when her song "Heads
Carolina, Tails California" hit the charts
from her first album. From her sophomore
album "I'm Alright" came the hits "Bye
Bye," "I'm Alright" and "Stand Beside
me." These songs made Jo Dee Messina
into a country music star, and the Academy
of Country Music even nominated her second album for Album of the Year.
Her third album, "Burn," didn't disappoint, either. It went platinum and earned
two Grammy nominations after entering
the charts at No. 1. "Lesson in Leavin',"
"Bring on the Rain" and "My Give
A Damn's Busted" are just a few of
songs of Messina's that brought her
additional fame. Her popularity continued to spread and made her one of
the first women of country to mount
a major headlining tour.
However, Messina finds some

time away from work to devote to her two loves- running and her fiance.
"I've been married to my career for ten years," she said. "It came first. It came
before birthdays; it came before weddings and funerals, and it came before
everything. Just in the last year or so I've said, 'Wait a minute! This
garden needs some tending."
She has run two marathons so far and is working toward
her third. "On the road, I'll get up and run, and since my
steel player is training with me we run together," she
said. "Then I go to the gym and lift weights, have
lunch, do the sound check and then my meet and
greet, do the show and get to bed as early as I can.
No staying up late!"
Messina is currently promoting her latest
album, "Unmistakable." For this project, she is not
only the writer for most songs but also the co-producer. The album follows a series of changes, starting
with a disappointing relationship followed by a bitter breakup and finally finding the ideal love.
Opening for Jo Dee Messina is Lee Brice, an
artist newly signed with Curb/Asylum Records.
Brice has also known a love for music since
an early age. He picked up skills through
^ his aunt and the gospel music he heard
at church.
Brice definitely incorporated music
as a part of his life throughout high
school, winning three school talent
shows. However, he had another competing interest, football, which came
from his father. His father was actually recruited by Clemson University
to play football, but he turned them
down in order to marry and start his
own business.
Brice picked up where his father
left off and applied to Clemson and was
accepted as a civil engineer major. He
made the team and worked his way to
the position of center. Lee played for
the Clemson Tigers through his senior
year. Years of snapping the football
had caught up with him, and he found
himself in emergency surgery.
Brice decided not to finish out his
senior year but instead turn to music.
Apparently it was the right decision.
Lee Brice is currently promoting his
album "Picture of Me," recognized for
its hit song "She Ain't Right."
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Joe Dee Messina
at Littlejohn Coliseum
7pm. $17-$30
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Southern Exposure
in Greenville
"Three days of
fine food, wine and
music."
Visit http://www.
southernexposuregreenville.com/for
more information.

Live and Collective
SoulattheBilo
Center in Greenville.
7pm doors; 8pm
show. $39.50$44.50

9

9

15" 16
Art in the Park in
Greenville. For a
schedule of events
and more information visit http://www.
upstatevisualarts.org/
events/artinthepark.
php

-10
"Beauty and the
Beast" at the
Greenville Peace
Center.
For ticket prices
and show times visit
http://www.peacecenter.org/calendarOfEvents.asp

Deerhunter and
Mouser at 40 Watt
Club in Athens, GA
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The Groove Merchants
at Loose Change in
downtown Clemson.
10pm show.

DJ Cleofus Williams &
Chalwa at Backstreets
in downtown Clemson

—

9th Corner at the
Amphitheater at
Clemson University
Greenville Blues
Festival at the BI-LO
Center. 7pm doors;
8PM Show. For artists and ticket prices
visit http://www.
bilocenter.com/
events.html
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soar
farther
we have. Our GEnx engine uses advanced compression and combustion technology to achieve dramatic
gains in fuel efficiency and lower emissions than any other engine in its class. We call this ecomogination.
At GE we invite you to lift your ecomogination through a career in engineering, finance, manufacturing,
sales and marketing, human resources, or information technology.

Fall Career Fair 2007
September 20, 2007
Littlejohn Coliseum
10:00 AM - 03:00 PM

ecomaginatiorr
to learn more visit us at gecareers.com
an equal opportunity employer

imagination at work

A diversified technology,
financial services, media
company.

The advertising that we have all
seen from Apple has always been
creative and interesting. However,
when they failed
to inform cusJASON
tomers that the
YANG
. iPhone batteryreplacement
STAFF WnrrER
policy charges
users $99 for
each replacement, sales started to drop
regardless of the catchy advertisements.
Apple has since dropped the price
of the iPhone from $599 to $399
and the price of battery replacements
down to $59. Users who bought the
iPhone at the $599 price can receive
a $100 store credit instead of money
back from the price drop. Bringing
the price down makes the iPhone
comparable with the other competitors
in the smart-phone category of cellular
phones and is expected to boost sales.
Apple has also announced the
next generation iPod, which features a
full-body touch screen like the iPhone
features. In fact, the iPod Touch has
all the features of the iPhone except
for the capability to make calls. This
version of the iPod was created when
consumer surveys showed that more
people were interested in the touchscreen technology that the iPhone presented.
Screenshots show that the iPod
Touch will use a very similar interface to that of the iPhone and supports music, video and web browsing
using a Wi-Fi connection. The official
Web site for the iPod Touch mentions the ability to watch YouTube
videos, which would suggest a kind
of partnership with YouTube developers. The iPod Touch also features an
iTunes storefront, where users can
buy and download songs directly from
the iPod using a Wi-Fi connection.
Purchases are still done through an
existing iTunes account, which suggests that songs bought on the iPod
Touch will be available on iTunes.
Further synchronization options with
iTunes include photos and movies,
which can be played and viewed on
the iPod Touch.
New designs for the iPod nano
have also been released. The nano
now features a revamped graphical
user interface, which uses the cover
flow method of browsing. It also features an improved shuffle feature that
allows users to steer the shuffle function, randomize song selections to
find something they like and then turn
it to shuffle inside the album or artist
category to hear more from that artist
or album. The nano now is also smaller but features a larger and brighter
screen for movies and pictures, as well
as a larger color selection.
Apple has announced that the iPod
touch would be available to developers to develop applications for it.
This was previously announced for
the iPhone, but after careful consideration, the iPhone was released as a
locked-down proprietary device due to
safety concerns for AT&T's network.
Web applications were still allowed,
but downloadable applications were
restricted and the programmable interface for the iPhone was never released.
Because the iPod Touch would not be
dependent on a private network, there
are fewer security issues that would
prevent the software development kit,
which is used by third-party developers in programming applications, from
being released.
Apple certainly has a lot of products coming out soon, which include
four new iPod models, many more
applications for the iPhone and a networked dock that allows users to control the iPhone from any networked
device.
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"Hairspray"
Tracy Turnblad, a plus-sized teen
living in Baltimore in the 1960s,
fulfills her dream of becoming a
dancer on the
"Corny Collins
LIZ
Show" show, but
HUNTER
not without a fair
share of discrimSTAFF WRITER
ination holding
her back. Though
it doesn't compare to the novelty
of the original 1988 John Waters
trash film, or the excitement of the
Broadway version, it is undeniably
enjoyable. Plus, John Travolta plays
a woman and ends up resembling
Miss Piggy (no, seriously). And,
OMG! Zac Efron!

Faster thai,
change your major.
Wear out your thumbs with unlimited texting. And sti

5 P9*r ri
history-

night calling at 7 p.m. with a Sprint Power Pack Plan.
Go ahead, live in the nanomoment.

"Transformers"
Shape-shifting alien robots bring
their battle to Earth as the evil
Deceptions and the noble Autobots
collide. Based on the Hasbro toy
line from the 1980s, this fast-paced
explosion showdown will entertain
even the least geeky of you out
there. Shia LeBoeuf stars as Sam
Witwicky, the unfortunately named
main character who finds himself
not only as the owner of a robot car,
but in the middle of a showdown of
gigantic proportions.

Options

Sprint )}>

4JW/

"I Now Pronounce You Chuck and
Larry"
Two New York City firefighters
team up in a faux-homo conspiracy to
gain spousal benefits. Basically two
hours worth of every tired gay joke
in the book that attempts to redeem
itself with good intent, but instead
ends up insulting not just gays, but
just about every other group under
the sun. Tasteless stereotypes with a
side of mediocre!

/
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M300 by SamsungRated for SprintSpeedm
$29.99 two-year price, plus $29.99 mail-in rebate
with new line activation and two-year agreement.

report

Add unlimited texting to your Sprint
Power Pack Plan for only $10 per month.

investigate
1-800-SPRINT-1

sprint.com

edit
Sprint
stores
^ Hablamos Espanol
[S] Nextel Store with Sprint products

3275 N. Pleasantburg Dr.
Cherrydale Point
Shopping Center
864467-1427 #
SPARTANBURG
Westgate Mall M
864-595-6133
PREFERRED DEALERS

Anderson Mall [H\
864-225-0000
3192 N. Main St.
864-224^1770
BOILING SPRINGS
2510 Boiling Springs Rd.
864-599-7699 •>
GREENVILLE
Haywood Mall H
864-676-0000*
700 Haywood Rd.
864-676-0000 «
765 Haywood Rd.
864-254-0061 ♦
1616 Woodruff Rd.
864-329-0130 <•

ANDERSON
The PCS Center
864-375-0325 ♦
Total Communication
Systems Inc.
864-375-0771 ♦
BOILING SPRINGS
Wireless Resources
864-327-0070
CENTRAL
PCS Store
864-639-3973
CLEMSON
PCS Store
864-579-9520

DUNCAN
Wireless Resources
864433-8242

Total Communication
Systems Inc.
864-246-7216 «

SENECA
PCS Store
864-985-1857

PCS Store
1450 WO Ezell Blvd.
864-595-0229

EASLEY
Communications & Electronics
864-855-1117

GREENWOOD
The PCS Center
864-229-9355 *

Total Communication
Systems Inc.
864-886-0947 *

Total Communication
Systems Inc.
864-576-2017 <fr

PCS Store
864-8594208

GREER
Communications & Electronics
864-801-2891

SIMPSONVILLE
Communications & Electronics
864-963-0222

TRAVELER'S REST
The PCS Center
864-610-9190*

PCS Store
864-968-1883

PCS Store
864-962-8950

Wireless Connection
864-989-0989

The PCS Center
400 S.E. MainSL, Ste.A
864-963-2523 *

The PCS Center
864-306-6936 *
GAFFNEY
The PCS Center
864-761-4543 ♦
GREENVILLE
Champion Wireless
1866 W.Ariington Blvd.
252-215-2258

LAURENS
The PCS Center
864-984-3062 *

Jet Wireless
864-288-0944

MAULDIN
Jet Wireless
864-770-1001

Southern Wireless
864-289-0545

The PCS Center
864-286-0433 4>

The PCS Center
864-246-2299

POWERSVILLE
Get Connected of Powersville
864-269-2192

interview

write
inform

The PCS Center
1209-DN.E.MainSt.
864-688-1034 *
SPARTANBURG
Communications &
Electronics Inc.
864-577-9022
PCS Store
Westgate Mall
864-574-5049

Want to
write for
The Tiger?
E-mail

(R) RadioShack
Rates exclude taxes and Sprint Fees (including USF charge of up to 3.03% that varies quarterly, cost recovery fees up to $1.55 per line and state/local fees that vary by area). Sprint Fees are not taxes or
government-required charges.
May require up to $36 activation fee/line, credit approval and deposit. $200 earty termination fee/line applies. Phone Offer: Offer ends 9/29/07 or while supplies last. Taxes excluded. Instant Savings: No cash back
Requires activation at the time of purchase. Mail-in Rebate: Requires purchase by 9/29/07 and activation by 10/13/07. Line must be active 30 consecutive days. Allow 8 to 12 weeks for rebate. Service Plan: Offer
ends 9/29/07. Minutes included and price depend on the specific plan selected. Nights: Mon.-Thur. 7pm-7am; Wknds.: Fri. 7pm-Mon. 7am. Other Terms: The Nationwide Sprint PCS Network reaches over 262
million people. Coverage not available everywhere. Offers not available in all markets/retail locations or for all phones/networks. Pricing, offer terms, fees and features may vary for existing customers Additional
terms and restrictions apply. See store or sprint.com for details. ©2007 Sprint Nextel. All rights reserved. Sprint, the "Going Forward" logo and other trademarks are trademarks of Sprint Nextel All other product or
service names are property of their respective owners. All rights reserved.
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by ORSON SWELLES
For those of you who clip out
this article every week to decoupage and add to your Orson Swelles
scrapbook, you will remember that a
few semesters back I did a condom
review article highlighting the best
and worst of what Trojan and Durex
had to offer. As a conclusion, I said
that Trojan's twisted pleasure (in the
green box) reigned supreme as the
most pleasurable for both partners.
Time has passed, and thanks to a
goodie bag of condoms from Trojan
and a couple of other purchases, I

have a whole new slew of reviews
for you and your crew.
First up is the new line of Trojan
vibrating rings that have gained a
good amount of steam since their
release and for good reasons. To
clear up a bit of confusion, many
people refer this as a vibrating condom, and as an engineer let me
assure you that currently there is no
technology allowing a latex condom
to freely vibrate (or else many more
single, lonely guys would be buying
condoms). This is where the "ring"
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Put your knowledge
to the test.
Teach for Kaplan.
Audition to teach for Kaplan on
Tuesday, September 18 at the
Greenville Kaplan Center!
Schedules are flexible, and you're paid for training.
Don't delay—apply now and join the Kaplan team!

1-800-KAP-TEST | kaptest.com/teach
•Test names are the registered trademarks of their respective owners. M/F EOE

part of the equation comes in.
The package includes a standard
Trojan lubricated condom (but feel
free to use the condom of your
choice) and a vibrating ring. The
ring is essentially a thick rubber
band that holds a very small vibrator at one end surrounded by raised
rubber nubs. It fits a bit snug at the
base of the penis, but it's no tighter
than the rubber at the base of the
condom.
All of this would be moot if
the ring didn't add anything to the
sexual experience, but thankfully it
delivers on all fronts. The vibrator
can be placed upright for standard
sexual positions such as missionary in order to have direct contact
with the clitoris. Flip your 10' lady
around for some doggy-style or
reverse cowgirl action, and flip the
vibrator over to keep that pleasure
button depressed.
I can imagine that women around
campus now are already sold, but
what about for the fellas? Well, the
vibrating ring in standard position
provides a good bit of junk jigglin',
but flip it around and suddenly the
boys are being tended to by a speedy
but gentle touch. The small battery
inside lasts for 20 minutes, so that
is usually good for only one session (yeah right, I'm sure most of
us will get 4-8 uses of the thing.) At
roughly $10, it's definitely more of
a special occasion device instead of
a "use with every quickie session"
device.
In the same line is the double
ring, which has vibrators at the top
and bottom. I have yet to use mine,
but I can only imagine it being twice
as good as the original. There's
also an extra intense ring that has a
vibrator that's about two times the
size as the original, and once again
I think the Doublemint gum motto
should suffice as a review of this
product.
One interesting condom that has
been around a while, but I have
never had the funds to purchase
(3 condoms for roughly $6) is the

Need Physical Therapy"

lambskin condom. Before I even go
on to describe this condom please
note that this is less safe than the
latex variety and should only be
used for folks with latex allergies.
The bizarre thing about this
sperm shield is that it actually is
made of lambskin, and it feels like a
second skin around the penis. Being
only days old when my foreskin
and I were forced to part, I don't
know what it's like to have an extra
membrane over my member, but
I can imagine this is very similar.
I think one funny thing is that the
opening of the condom uses a cotton
threaded string instead of the standard rubber. If Ben Franklin devoted
his time and intellect to developing
condoms in the 18th century, I think
this is what it would look like. If
you must be all natural, this is a
good way to go, but there are polyurethane condoms that contain no
latex allergens and are much safer
than the lambskin.
The last product isn't actually
explicitly sexual, but the implications of its uses have sexual undertones. Next time you are cruising
Sephora for some eyeliner and Bare
Minerals makeup, look in the body
cream section for Jessica Simpson's
Dessert line of body creams. As the
name suggests, the body creams
come in a variety of flavors ranging from fruit flavors to vanilla and
chocolate.
Each can comes with a good
amount of the whip (which actually does make the skin smooth
aside from the vast licking that is
bound to occur), and the top actually
contains sprinkles. This line never
really caught on because it's obvious that the product line is more of a
gimmick than an actual body lotion,
so you can cruise Sephora's website
and pick up a can for only $5.
These creams are good ways to
spice up the bedroom play without
making you or your partner make
the awkward leap into actual food
(the fetish of which is called sploshing, FYI). One warning that's less

about the Dessert line and more
about stores that sell the product is
that not every product that says delicious means it's literally delicious.
There was an unbelievably redolent shampoo that was labeled "A
Delicious Gingerbread Shampoo."
That was reason enough for me to
dive in for a taste, and I was greeted
with the lovely taste of soap while
the makeup counter ladies had a
good laugh at my expense.
If you have a big anniversary
coming up, here is what you do. Buy
a twisted pleasure condom, a vibrating ring duo and a can of Dessert
body cream and let the toys do the
work for you. This way, you can be
really kinky without having to step
into a sex shop, and you never know
what future pleasures these gateway
toys can lead to.

'JPEACECORPS /^//CHANGE
IYOURLIFE:
www.peacecorps.gov
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Visit us at the Fail CT^eer Fair
WED 9^9 ioam-3Pm^t,

CLEMSON
Sports Medicine and Rehabilitation

FKEfNANT...
or think you mijht be?
E -

P.O. Box 1844

Clemson, SC 29633
(864)482-0085
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1598 Sandifer Blvd.
Suite K/L
Seneca, SC 29678
(864) 985-0770
www.csmr.org

Aquatic Physical Therapy
• Custom Foot Orthotics
• Hand Therapy
• Custom Splinting
• Post-Op Rehab
• Sport Conditioning

':vj5J
We offer Physical Therapy, Occupational
Therapy, and Athletic Training services
with a strong focus in orthopedics and
sports medicine rehabilitation. Whether
you were injured playing intramurals or
are recovering from a recent surgery,
we provide rehabilitation programs with
state-of-the-art equipment and advanced
methods to return you to your busy college
life or sports arena.
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Stop by Birthright
for a pregnancy test
that is free, reliable,
confidential,
accurate...
and it only takes
4 minutes.
No appointment
needed.

WE CARE .. .WE CAN HELP

Birthright of Clemson
654-3377 or 1 -800-550-4900 (Hotline)
105 Wall St. Suite 4 Clemson
(Behind Eckerd & Bank of America)
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THE TOP
CCIT IMPROVEMENTS

Mondays 9-11 p.m.
5. Centralized in the Union - It
used to be that CCIT was spread out
over various buildings on campus.
There was the
Martin computCoRR1NA
er lab, the lab
MILLER
in the basement
of the Poole
STAFF WRITER
and Agriculture
Building and
the Student Union. If they couldn't
help you at Martin, then you had to
hike over to the Union, and if you
wanted to pick up your poster from
the plotter, you'd have to trek across
campus to the distant P&A and find
your way down to the basement. Now
everything is in the Union Support
Center, with plotter, Mac and IBM
laptop repair, loaner computers, and
anything else you might need.
4. iPrint - We all hate those days
when we desperately need to print
something out and rush to the fifth
floor of the library only to be thwarted
by the unavailability of a computer. It
seems that everyone and their mother
has picked that exact moment to check
their mail, or watch the latest episode
of "Lost," or just plain piddle around
on the computer. You could spend the
next ten minutes frantically walking
the aisles of the east and west sides
of the library, OR you could just pull
out your laptop and use a handy little
service call iPrint.
It used to be students would have
to log into Novell (if you had it) and
spend a good 10 minutes trying to
convince their computer to send their
documents to the printer. Now, with
iPrint, located at http://www.clemson.
edu/iprint/top.php, you simply type
in the server name and up pops a list
of all the computers on campus and
you select the one you need. Handy,
isn't it?
3. Mac Support - CCIT now
has the training and the people to do
repairs on Apple computers. The number of incoming freshmen and other
students with Mac computers is growing; so along with other renovations,
CCIT now has Mac Support. This
includes hardware repairs and loaner
Macs and Mac Book Pro's. CCIT
also brought in people from Apple to
help out and be available at the CCIT

Support Service in the Union.
2. More Hours - College students often find it inconvenient to run
errands during the day like the rest of
the more normal population, because
our daylight hours are consumed by
classes. Haven't we all made a midnight grocery run to Wal-Mart because
there simply was no other time? Well,
CCIT extended its hours to better
suit the busy college student. They
are now open until 10 p.m. on week
days along with Saturday and Sunday
hours. Their Saturday hours are 10
a.m. to 10 p.m., and their Sunday
hours arel2 p.m. to 10 p.m. Now that
is going to come in handy.
1. Professionalism - In the
past, when it used to be DCIT,
the Computing and Information
Technology people were sometimes
spoken of with a bit of disdain. Some
students felt that they were more of
a hassle than a help, and usefulness
was limited to free backups. CCIT,
however, along with a new name to
describe better their purpose, did wonders to increase its professionalism.
Instead of settling for students who
used to putter around on computers in
high school, they now train all of thenworkers to the same level of knowledge and ability as professional computer companies. They also brought in
professionals, such as the Mac people,
to add to their staff and new departments. CCIT has gone above and
beyond being just student workers and
"those computer people."
SOON TO COME: The move to
Gmail - This improvement is not a
Top 5 since it hasn't happened yet,
but it's so fantastic it couldn't be left
out. Starting Fall 2008, Webmail will
no longer exist and all student email
accounts will be moved to Gmail. Not
only does Gmail have almost triple
the amount of storage that Webmail
has, but it also allows for larger attachments that open quicker. Gmail also
integrates applications such as calendars, spreadsheets, chat and a personal
homepage. Gmail will also help to
avoid the server overload that makes
Webmail incredibly slow at times such as the week after Spring Break
when every student is attempting to
check their e-mail.

Emily Sparr: How did you get
involved with the station?
Cameron Taylor: I got involved
with the station when I first came
to Clemson. I meant to go to The
Tiger interest meeting, but I wound
up running into David Bowman and
talking about it hardcore. I never
made it to The Tiger meeting.
ES: The radio station has seemed
to become a haven for students
interested in a large variety of
music and culture. How would you
describe the environment at the
station in comparison to the overall
Clemson environment?
CT: The traditional Clemson environment is very suppressive when
it comes to art and culture. An
accepted set of values and interests
is presented to freshmen, rather
than giving them a choice of what
they want to get into. It's an 'accept
it or get lost' kind of attitude, where
the older Clemson students show
freshmen what kind of music they
should like, how they should dress,
how they should act. While most
students don't do this intentionally,
they allow for this environment and
attitude to thrive. At WSBF, we are
all into very different stuff in every
way possible, but we are all supportive of each other's interests and
respect their individuality.
ES: What kind of music do you play
in your specialty show?

CT: I do a punk show, covering
modern punk that ranges from the
early '90s to
today.
ES: How would you describe the
term 'punk?'
CT: The term 'punk' has become a
bastardized word in today's society
thanks to institutions like MTV and
the Warped Tour, but this show
seeks to get back to its original
roots as a way of thinking. Punk
music has no definitive sound;
instead it is a way of looking at
music as a vehicle of social change
and personal expression, no matter
how you make it sound. I play folk,
country, hardcore, rock and roll and
pop, all of which encompass the
ideals of punk rock.
ES: Who are the top artists you
have been listening to lately?
CT: American Steel, Tiny Hawks,
Off With Their Heads, Young Livers,
Rocket From The Crypt.
ES: WSBF has partnered up with
other student organizations to put
on events around campus. Does
WSBF have anything coming up
soon?
CT: Yes! We have a huge show
coming up on Sept. 29 with Denison
Witmer, Maria Hansen and Austin
Webb. It's going to be an acoustic,
poppy kind of show in the Hendrix
Center ballroom. Oh, and it's FREE.

ES: I know you have been working on bring different bands to
the Clemson area and developing
music interest in younger generations. What kind of advice would
you give young musicians and
bands that are trying get their music
heard?
CT: Go out to shows, talk to people
and make connections. If you want
to play at a local bar, don't just
show up and ask for a show. Start
going to lots of shows at that bar,
play smaller shows with bands
that frequent that bar, talk to the
promoters and let them know who
you are. Go on tour, even if you're
young. That's the best time to do it,
before you have jobs and girlfriends
and all that stuff. Play around your
state; play the next state over; play
any show that you can get for any
number of people. Play as hard
for five people as you would for
five hundred. MySpace and record
labels don't make good bands;
ignore that stuff. Play as hard as
you can, as often as you can.
ES: Now that you are the General
Manager of WSBF, what do you
want to focus on improving or
changing?
CT: WSBF has had excellent
general managers over the past
few years, and I want to continue
in their tradition of strong and
innovative leadership. I would like
to stick with programs that have
worked for us in the past and work
on new ways to promote ourselves
within the community, particularly
by working with outside organizations like Bootleg Magazine and
GreenvilleScene.com.
ES: You got some pretty interesting
tattoos over the summer. Any good
stories behind them?
CT: I could go on for hours about
almost getting killed by racist skinheads in Tampa, weird tour stories
and seeing life-changing shows, but
I'll save that for people who buy me
a beer.

MAIN

EEDING TIME?

FREE
SODA, TEA, or COFFEE

STREETI

DELI

We are downtown Central's only:

with any breakfast menu purchase

- Full Espresso Bar
- Wi-Fi Hotspot
- Premium Deli

Offer expires 10/15/07. One coupon per customer per visit.
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FREE
SODA, TEA, or COFFEE

STREETI

DELI,
a
COFFEEHOUSE!

_

See our menu at uberdeli.com! ,„

with any sandwich from 3pm-9pm
Offer expires 10/15/07. One coupon per customer per visit.

MAIN

STREETI

DELI

8. COFFEEHOUSE I

$1 Off

FROSTED
UBERDRINK
includes Mocha, White Mocha, Caramel Macchiato,
Grasshopper and many other frozen Espresso drinks.
Offer expires 10/15/07. One coupon per customer per visit.
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133 W Main St. Central 639-DELI uberdeli.com
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Gruesome
Resource
A spinning toy (2 wcls.)
Stretched car
Mount
Major (Big Dipper,)
Opaque gem
Movie on tape
Guys' dates
Brass instrument
Lincoln's coin
Negative.
Shekel
Acts
Quake
Pointed at
Chop
Travel term
Counterfeit
North American nation
Teenager gathering place
Children's game
Confinements
Football assoc.
Pearls
Barbecued stick
Afloat (2 wds.)
Automaton
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23 Bread leavening
26 Female lead singers
28 Demise

Recruit
Slide on snow
Tales
Dells

30 Goof

64 Tails

31
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74

33 Swiss-like cheese

Large hotel room
Endow
Not arms
Islands
Level
'
Leg extensions
Plains
Feat

DOWN
1 Ball

2 Shred (2 wds.)
3
4
5
6
7
8

Adult insect
Clam
Air Cushion Vehicle (abbr.
Fall
Flank
Make corrections to

9 Cut of beef
10
11
12
13
21

Back to school mo.
Convert
National capital
Bygone
East northeast

7
6

34
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37
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41
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45
47
50
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58
60
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63
65
67

cum laude
Canines
Tower
East
Prestigious UK university
Heartbeat
Type of horse
Often poetically
Hiss
Stored
Ending
Fertile desert area
Expect
Fatty vegetable
Embankment
Ego
Leg joint
Large African river
Stair
Deliver by post
Concord e.g.
East southeast
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Welling. Shirtless. Do you really
need another reason? Okay, fine.
So this series is about Superman
as a young man and all the angstridden behaviors that go along
with being a teenaged alien superhero. TimeOut misses the days of
Dean Cain and Terri Hatcher in
"Lois & Clark," but a new generation of ridiculously attractive
stars to carry on the tradition is
fine by us.

Liz
HUNTER

Orbison, Toni Mitchell, Ray
Charles, Loretta Lynn and Louis
Armstrong just to name a very
few. This is a must have for Cash
fans and music buffs alike, as it
includes some of the very best
musicians of our time from across
the board and proves that music is
the great connector.

MATTHEW McCONAUGHEY

wOliMARSHALL

"We Are Marshall," Sept. 18
Based on the tragic true story
of the Marshall University football team, the film chronicles
the year following the 1970
crash that killed the entire team.
Starring Matthew McConaughey,
the film joins in a long line of
against-the-odds football movies,
which the world could probably
do without. But all that aside, it's
a good attempt at a good story.
Especially for football fans, this
is a good film to tug at the heart
strings.

"Married with Children,"
Season 7, Sept. 18
Ah, home sweet hell. Another
season of America's favorite
grumpy, white-trash family is
now available on DVD. Follow
the Bundys - Al, Peggy, Bud
and Kelly - through the ups
and downs of blue-collar living.
Laugh along as Al, a chauvinistic
woman's shoe salesman, insults
his way into his wife's heart,
and complains his way through
fatherhood. What can TimeOut
say? Best show ever? Why, yes.
Yes, it was.
"Smallville," Season 6, Sept. 18
Ladies, if you haven't seen
this show before, this is your
wake-up call. Three words. Tom.

A
Mother's
Journey
in Healing
Autism

Jenny McCarthy
"The Johnny Cash Show: The
Best of Johnny Cash 1969 1971" (Sept. 18)
After years of waiting, fans of
the Man in Black everywhere can
celebrate. The complete Johnny
Cash Show is now available on
DVD. The show, which ran for
two seasons, includes guest performances by the likes of Roy

New York Times Bestselltng author of Baby Laughs

"Louder Than Words" by Jenny
McCarthy
So apparently Jenny McCarthy
is a New York Times bestselling
author. Who knew? For those of
us who love her for her shortskirted, loud-mouthed days as the

host of "Singled Out" (urn, only
the best MTV show ever), her latest book might not be what you'd
expect.
After a successful series of
books on pregnancy, birth, and
mothering, McCarthy is now
discussing with her usual frankness and humor an issue that is
affecting more and more young
Americans, including her own
son: autism.
"Dead Heat," Dick Francis,
Sept 17
For the protagonist of this story,
it might be better to avoid the heat
from the kitchen. Dick Francis
returns to the writing scene with his
latest novel, "Dead Heat."
After several bestsellers, Francis
is expected to deliver quite a story
to readers.
Max Moreton, a young chef, is
on his way to the top. However, he
quickly sees his career going down
the drain when an entire dinner
party he caters ends up with food
poisoning.
Unfortunately, the worst is yet to
come. While trying to downplay the
seriousness of recent events, Max
throws himself into his next venue.
Still, fate is not kind to Max. A
bomb explodes and kills a majority
of guests and kitchen staff, leaving
the chef in an even deeper hole than
before.
The up-and-coming chef must
put the pieces of the puzzle together
before it's too late. Finally, a good
real-life version of "Ratatouille."

ALL DAY EVERY DAY

zmmMMm
501 Old Greenville Highway
~OMINOS.COM

PIZZA DEAL*

► Large 1 Topping Pizza

TWO PIE DEAL*

► Two Small Cheese Pizzas

$3 BREAD SIDE**

► Any Bread Side

Hours of Operation:
Mon. - Thurs. 1 lam - lam
Fri.-Sat. 11am-3am
Sunday 11am- 11pm
$6.00 + Tax [si]
56.00

+

Taxis!!

s

3.00 each + Tax [BSI

Choose One or Mix <S Match: Breadsticks / Cheesy Bread / Cinna Stix

4) KICKER DEAL*

»- 10 Buffalo Kickers

56.00 each+Tax [a]

Choose Your Sauces: Hot Sauce I Ranch / Bleu Cheese

5) 555 DEAL*

► 3 Medium 1 Topping Pizzas.. $5.00 each + Tax(555]
'Deep Dish Extra - Additional Toppings $1.00 each - " Pizza Purchase Required

DAY MADNESS

PIZZA PARTY PACK

Large Cheese Pizza

6 Cheese Pizzas
Small

Medium

Large

$
it Only • Deep Dish Extra
Additional Toppings $1.00 Each Pizza
Must shew coupon. Not valid wilh any other otters.

20°,°a *25«. $30°,?t

„ « . ....
Buffalo Wings

Buffalo Chicken
Kickers"

Deep Dish Extra
Additional Toppings $1.00 Each Pizza
Must show coupon. Not valid with any other offers.
Delivery charge may apply. Limited Time Olfer.
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...of the ^ (Jinited <3/tales, in order to form a more
perfect union, establish justice, insure domestic
tranrfuility, provide for the common defense, promote
the general welfare, secure the blessings of liberty to
ourselves and our posterity, hereby support

RON PAUL
FOR PRESIDENT OF THESE UNITED STATES
SAY NO TO WAR, AMNESTY, AND TAXES
SAY

YES TO LIMITED GOVERNMENT, SECURE BORDERS, AND LIBERTY

Restore The Constitution And The Republic!
!

You Never Have to Sacrifice One Bit of Liberty tor Security" -

RON PAUL

This Imago is composed of, and this ad paid for by, ordinary Americans that support Ron Paul.
Typo tho name RON PAUL into your favorite search engine to learn more about this extraordinary
candidate for President in 2008.

